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CHAPTER 1 



CHAPTER-1 

Introduction: Situating Russia and Baltic States in the 

Post-Soviet International System 

In the modem times, when peace and chaos co-exist simultaneously, when 

possessions and dispossessions are contested more often than not, the 

existence of human race calls for a serious introspection for finding a solution 

to peaceful coexistence in this world. People differ from people and the ideas 

are aplenty and varied and variegated and that is the reason forwarded for 

most of the differences in this world. In such circumstance, what needs to be 

done is to look at the things with a new and different perspective and with a 

new vision and meaning. Russia-Baltic relations also need the same lens of 

clarity and approach while being envisioned. 

The Baltic States refer to Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, all of which were 

controlled by the Soviet Union during the 1940 to 199l.Since the collapse of 

the Soviet Union in 1991; the Baltic States have been continuously engaged in 

reshaping their policies towards each other. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 

(Baltic States) have been redefining their place in the region, with their 

similarities and differences (Sleivyte, 201 0:1 ). 

The geopolitics of both the Russia and the Baltic States following the collapse 

of the Soviet Union (USSR) has largely been defined by a search to cut out 

their own niches within a new geopolitical context. Several ideological, 

psychological, cultural, and historical factors contributed to closer cooperation 

between Russia and. Baltic States. In addition, Russia's geographical position 

and proximity to Baltic States necessitates the development of cooperation 

between Russia and the Baltic States as leading voices on the continent. 

This research mainly aims to shed light on the development of Russian policy 

towards Baltic States from 1991-2004. There are three periods that correspond 



to the main dynamics of Russia-Baltic policy. Each period is characterized by 

the dominance of different issues and policies. The first (1991-94) was 

primarily concerned about dealing with the legacy of the collapse of the 

USSR. The second period (1995-mid 1997) was largely dominated by Russia's 

reaction to the possible rapid Baltic integration into Europe Atlantic structure 

particularly NATO. The third period from (1997-2004) Russia showed a 

tendency of both hard and soft strategies to balance western initiatives in the 

Baltic region. 

The collapse of Soviet Union brought a decline in the living standards and 

quality of life for the majority of the people living in Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania, including Russia, which resulted in numerous conflicts and 

confrontations. The most important task for Russia and the newly independent 

states were to define strategic aims for maintaining stability and promoting 

economic, political and military cooperation with each other. 

There are a number of linguistic, historical and cultural differences between 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. From a linguistic standpoint, only the Latvians 

and Lithuanians are Baltic people properly speaking, as the Estonians speak an 

unrelated Finnic language. Despite these Cultural and historical differences it 

is more appropriate to view Estonia, which is Lutheran and Finnic speaking as 

belonging in the northern European cultural sphere. Despite these differences 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, are often treated as the Baltic States as a whole 

rather than treating them as separate political entities on the lines of 

international relations. 

The reason behind this treatment lies in their history. These are small states 

who won their independence in (1918), upon the collapse of the Tsarist 

Russian Empire. These states shared a common geo-strategic environment and 

embarked on similar roads to development. Although these nations had a 

relatively short period of independence, nonetheless it was very important for 

building their respective national identities. The Baltic States were forcefully 
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incorporated into the Soviet Union in 1940, later they were occupied by the 

Nazi Germany during the Second World War and then re- emerged as soviet 

republics in 1944. 'Hundreds of thousands of Estonians, Latvians and 

Lithuanians fell victim to the Nazi and soviet occupations. Following the 

Second World War Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania put up fierce armed 

resistance against Soviet occupation' (Sleivyte, 2010: 116). 

Mikhail Gorbachev's policy of Perestroika and Glasnost brought about 

nationalist forces in the Soviet Empire, which, so it turned out soon, were 

impossible to control. In Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, national 

consciousness, which had never disappeared, got a fresh impulse as well. 

Thus we can see relations between these countries were based on geographical 

proximity and geo-strategic position of the Baltic States and the historical past. 

It is the latter that give multiple reasons for the Baltic have to be in fear with 

their big neighbour. It is for this reason that the Baltic countries distinguish an 

increasing Russian power as a depressing factor for their mutual relations. 

Different Approaches: 

As a big power, Russia has always been an important neighbour of the Baltic 

States. When examining Russia-Baltic relations, it is important to make a 

conceptual analysis. To give arguments for the choice of a theoretical model of 

this study, There are three major modes of reflection on security politics which 

I will briefly review- three major paradigms of contemporary international 

relations theory - neo-realism, neo-liberalism and constructivism. 

Neo-realists would explain Baltic- Russia relations in accordance with the 

theory of balance of power politics, institutionalists would give the greatest 

attention to cooperation with international institutions (NATO, the EU, the 

UN, the OSCE, and so on), whilst constructivists would analyze interaction 

between collective identities of these states. Each of these schools has its own 

flaws and limitations, and each of them may give different answers to the 



same questions. Thus, the choice of a theoretical model for a research subject 

becomes crucial (Heinemann and Gruder, 2002). 

The argument that neo-realism can best explain Russia's threat perception, her 

interests and policy towards Europe and the Baltic States. Russia's foreign 

policy itself is conceptualized using neo-realist terminology, such as 'national 

interest', 'domination', 'sphere of influence', and other notions. It is 

noteworthy that the theories of relations between big and small states are 

based on the neo-realist paradigm. The 'neo-realist' claim holds that the Baltic 

states are over-determined by external conditions, defined by their physical 

capabilities, betrayed by a history of victim hood, threatened by Russia as a 

malignant great power, in need of alliances, particularly with NATO, and 

without any options other than 'realist' ones. These kinds of assertions serve as 

an explanatory context for security, particularly defence policies (Sleivyte, 

2010:118). 

The very notion of 'big' and 'small' states comes from this paradigm. A major 

shortcoming with neo-realist theories is that they dismiss other important 

variables, e.g. the role of international institutions, domestic structures and 

individuals. The international system defines the broad parameters of foreign 

policy making but obviously it cannot explain the specific decisions that 

determine the behaviour of states in the realm of external relations (Sleivyte, 

2010:118). 

One particular branch of 'neo-realist' writing highlights the peculiarities of the 

foreign and security policy of small states. It sees the conduct of small states 

as a function of measurable criteria, such as population, territory, resources or 

income. The usefulness often the concept of 'small states' has been questioned 

from time to time: How should smallness be defined and how dependent is it 

on the relationship with its exterior world? Notwithstanding these reservations, 

small states seem to share certain features. Due to their limited means, small 

states are usually confined to their own region. 
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The traditional logic of neo-realist and neo-liberal theories as mainstream 

approaches to understanding international relations has become dominant in 

explaining the dynamics of Russian-Baltic relations. However, the logic of 

such mainstream approaches is insufficient for reflecting on complex 

processes of change in Russian-Baltic rapprochement. Alternatively, 

constructivist theoretical frameworks present different maps of the 

international arena drawn with a different focus and on a different scale. 

'Constructivism' highlights the active role of actors, for example the 

perceptions, politics of identity, and socialization of actors through 

international interaction. It treats security as a function of collective or 

national 'identity'. 'Constructivists' are therefore mainly interested in the 

process of image formation. In the constructivist perspective, NATO and EU 

can be defined as "constitutive institutions that contribute to shaping actors' 

identities, values and interests" by imposing "definitions of member· 

characteristics and purposes upon the governments of member states 

(Schimmelfennig, 1999:211 ). 

Constructivists would argue that interests are changeable, flexible and 

dependant on dialectical agent-structure relations, cooperation becomes a self

evident practice and a social fact based on 'human agreement' that 1s 

perceived as objective so long as the agreement exists. Partners prescribe 

more meaning to this cooperation constituting new realities and constructing 

new structural and institutional conditions, which in response constrain 

partner's egoistic interests or enable their behaviour. 

This insight is of particular importance for the Baltic States because, contrary 

to 'hard-line' realist thinking, structural factors and ensuing distrust and fears 

vis-a-vis Russia could, at least theoretically, become subject to changes due to 

the international institutions in which the Baltic States participate. It would 

thus be possible to argue, even from a 'neorealist' point of view, that any 

perceived increase in Baltic security would have to consider the desired 
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impact on Russia's domestic policy. Following the reverse logic of the security 

dilemma, increases in Baltic security at the expense of Russia's security would 

be counter-productive. 

Emergence of Baltic States: 

After the disintegration of USSR, the former Soviet States moved towards 

democracy. The transition to democracy of Baltic States was seen as costly; 

making the political and economic situation more or less frosty towards 

Russia. Russia seeks to maintain its influence on these States due to its 

geopolitical interest and the need to protect the interests of ethnic Russians 

residing there. In the reverse, Baltic States wish to pursue a more independent 

foreign policy. The formation of these states has created a number of 

challenges in the region, as each state has unique territorial and ethnic 

aspirations and socio economic priorities (Schimmelfennig, 1999:211 ). 

In the beginning of the 1990s, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania re-emerged as 

independent actors in the international system. Policy makers of these three 

Baltic countries were faced with a range of options in choosing their 

cooperation partners and forms of cooperative arrangements best suited for the 

particular needs and interests of their countries. The decisions had to be taken 

in the environment of changes in international security and the institutional 

structures as well as domestic economic and political reforms accompanied by 

the establishment of new rules and institutions. 

The choice of foreign policy priorities was to a large extent determined by the 

aims of political and economic reforms (establishment of democratic 

governance and transition to the market economy) and perceived external 

threats and opportunities. The issue of the security of the Baltic States is 

closely linked with the questions of international cooperation and participation 

in the institutional settings that have characterized the "post-Cold War" 

Europe. In the beginning of 1990s the Baltic States re-emerged on the map of 

Europe, which was a Europe characterized by many interlocking and 
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overlapping institutions. 

Another dilemma the newly independent states faced was that they seemed to 

be taken in by the West, at the same time, did not want to disrupt their links 

with Russia. They applied for the membership of European Union and the 

USA led security alliance NATO. 

During this period Western Powers intervened and pressurized Russia to 

withdraw its troops from Baltic States to this end, Russia put geo-strategic 

pressure on the Baltic's, which was not obvious during the process of 

negotiation on troop withdrawal. The pressure was manifested in the areas like 

ensuring stability; the seeking of guarantees with regard to the rights of 

Russian speaking people in the Baltic States. Whenever a situation arises 

where a big state, shares a common border 

With a small country which is also geo strategically important for the big 

country, then the relationship between them bounds to be a complex one. 

Russia, as a big power has always been an important neighbour of the Baltic 

States. While examining the Russia-Baltic relations, it seems necessary to 

make a conceptual analysis of the relationship between great powers and small 

states. 

On the other hand analysing the security concerns of a smaller state, it 

becomes essential to deal with the power disparity between great powers and 

small powers. Thus, the search for a condition of "enduring normality" has a 

predominant place in the policy making of small states, e.g. the Baltic States. 

Although the Baltic States have clearly acknowledged that their countries 

could not be defended militarily due to the lack of strategic depth, their open 

borders and their proximity to Russia have nevertheless emphasized the need 

to establish a strong defensive posture (Bajarnas, Haab and Viskne, 1995: 35-

40). 

The relations between the Baltic states and Russia have not lived up to their 
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potential. The foundations of a positive relationship, filled with new 

possibilities for partnership, existed at the beginning of the 1990s. At that 

time, Vilnius, Riga and Tallinn were the important driving force behind 

national independence and democracy in the former Soviet environment, 

which also included a newly sovereign Russia under presidential of Yeltsin, a 

Russia that was clearly different from the former Soviet Union. 

"Iris Campe" states that focus on mutual understanding illustrated that the 

process of identification of historic self has been started, but the output is far 

from mutual co-operation. The idea of Baltic States of "returning to Europe" 

has remained closely intertwined with the idea of "distancing from Russia". 

The EU not only meant the economic and political forms that Baltic States 

should adopt, but also recovery from Russian influence. Overall the Baltic 

States have fewer questions about their identity than their Russian neighbours, 

but at the same time their position can be characterized as restricting their 

activities to one side of the pitch and forgetting the other strategic half (Iris, 

Kempe and Buhbe, 2005: 4). 

The main task of a country after the attainment of independence is to forge a 

national identity to gain confidence as a nation. Hence after the dissolution of 

the Soviet Union in 1991, the Baltic States strived to strengthen their 

independence; putting themselves on the geographical map of Europe as a 

separate entity. The newly found independence has to be defended with 

appropriate security measures. Therefore Baltic States' concern for security 

became essential .Considering themselves the meeting point of Eastern and 

Western civilizations and after independence, they have been constructing 

their narratives of 'return to Europe' and Russia as their threatening other. 

The process of integration with the West by adopting Western values has been 

leading the Baltic States closer to the Western security community. While 

membership of NATO helped them in upgrading their armed forces to 

international standards, the membership of EU guided them towards economic 
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growth and prosperity. In review the period in which Baltic States gam 

sovereignty from Moscow was surprisingly brief in hardly two years, and 

without wide spread conflict or great loss of life, these states shed the status of 

Soviet Republic and accomplished full independence (Bajarnas, Haab and 

Viskne, 1995: 40-45). 

There were many obstacles for the Baltic States to establish its stability, 

prosperity and hardly any solid development has been made as to developing 

forms of productive collaboration with Russia. Van hen has pointed out "seven 

vexed political issues that have manifested themselves as serious obstacle to 

more rewarding relations between Russia - Baltic such as, the withdrawal of 

the Russian military from Baltic soil, the question of Kaliningrad exclave, the 

separation of the Estonian Russian and Latvian Russian borders, NATO 

ambitions of the Baltic states, there is a explicit engagement with the so called 

Western Newly Independent States (WNIS), Russian energy politics and lastly 

Positions of the Russian minorities in Estonia and Latvia (Bajarnas, Haab and 

Viskne, 1995: 35-40). 

To incorporate the full array of factors affecting complex Russo-Baltic 

policies, an interactive approach based on the interplay between the 

international, domestic and individual levels has been used. The international 

systemic approach argues that foreign policy outcomes result only from a 

changing external environment but not from a domestic change. The domestic 

political level (or state level) defines foreign policy as the result of 'domestic 

political manoeuvring'. This level of analysis examines the operational 

environment - the political context and mechanisms - for policy making. The 

individual level of analysis focuses on the actions and behaviour of individual 

policy makers to explain how they define purposes, choose among causes of 

action and utilize national capabilities to achieve objectives in the name of the 

state. 

Taken separately, the importance of these levels of analysis for Russian and 
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Baltic foreign policies is different. This is due to their power asymmetry: the 

larger and more powerful a state, the greater it's freedom of action; while the 

choice for small states is more limited. Since, the Baltic countries (as small 

states) are more preoccupied with survival than Russia (a great power); the 

international system will be the most relevant level of analysis in explaining 

their foreign policy choices. Baltic policies reflect concern to the constraints of 

the international environment, meanwhile Russia is supposed to be less 

susceptible to external developments, and thus has more options for action. 

This makes her foreign policy formation 'more susceptible to domestic 

political influences. 

Security Concerns in Russia & Baltics Relationship: 

Whenever security concerns have been discussed during the last decade, a 

potential Russian threat perception has figured as the key concern of Baltic 

defence policies. Baltic security has been portrayed as overlaid by the larger 

pattern of Russia's great power presence. The Baltic States are of strategic 

importance for Russia; Russia will be unable to consolidate its process of 

democratization; Russian minorities and the recent history of annexation 

provide a possible pattern for the future. Russia is perceived by the Baltic 

States as a potential threat. 

Although the most sensitive foreign and security policy challenges, to all three 

Baltic States are the management of their relations with Russia. The most 

serious problem with the Baltic States face is Russia's unwillingness to accept 

Baltic independence. Both the policy makers of Russia and its populous the 

Baltic independence has been unacceptable. Security issues belong to the list 

of priority to determine the character and development of Russia- Baltic 

policy. As neighbouring countries the security decisions of the Baltic-States 

are obviously of the supreme significance for Russia. The influence Russia 

wields in the Baltic region is clearly stronger than its power at present on the 

international arena is. 
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After independence Baltic States have undergone multidimensional transitions 

from authoritarianism to democracy on one hand and then a move towards a 

market economy. They choose to "return to Europe" because of security 

concerns. Therefore, they tried to gain access to NATO and EU. They thought 

it both as a moral and geopolitical necessity. In 2004, the Baltic States became 

full fledged members of NATO and the EU. This angered Russia but a 

situation for dialogue and negotiations also emerged. 

The reason for this Western orientation of the Baltic States is quite obvious. 

Firstly, they considered themselves as Europeans and wanted to belong to the 

West European family of democracy, with free and prosperous market 

economies. Since the early 1990 they made admirable progress in this 

direction. Europe on the other hand has tried to exercise their influence in a 

strategic and ideological contest with Russia. Baltic States have always been 

historically a part of Western Europe. Considering the economic prosperity of 

the West European countries, the Baltic States saw a bright future in aligning 

with them. After the dissolution of USSR, Russia proposed a loose 

confederation of erstwhile Soviet States named 'Commonwealth of 

Independent States' which was readily refused by Baltic States. Baltic States 

have also refused to be included in the "Near Abroad" to indicate that Russia's 

sphere of influence definitely excludes the Baltic regions ((Bajarnas, Haab and 

Viskne, 1995: 105-116). 

To maintain influence Russia followed the policy of 'near-abroad'. This 

Russian military doctrine presented repression of Russian speaking population 

as an acceptable reason for the use of military force and it was left to the 

Russian to decide when the minorities were being repressed. In the year 1997 

there was a marked shift in the Russian policy towards the Baltic States .This 

policy shift was in nature of a more positive one. Russia offered security 

guarantees and cooperative projects to the Baltic Countries. Later it followed a 

complementary proposal to include cross security guarantees of the USA, 

Gennany and France by Russia. The Three Baltic countries turned down these 
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prospects (Bujarunas and Eitvydas, 2000:56). 

USSR as a superpower held immense clout over world affairs. The collapse of 

USSR made a dent on the image of communist ideology. It seems that Russia's 

degraded power status and upset sense of identity has fuelled preoccupations 

with territorial integrity. Border agreement between Russia, Estonia and Latvia 

remain unsigned, although agreements with Lithuania was reached to issues 

related with Russian ethnic groups residing in Estonia and Latvia are still a 

high priority on their bilateral agenda. The Russian minorities living in the 

Baltic countries would become EU citizens with whom it would be relatively 

easy for Russia to make a fruitful connection on various levels particularly 

cultural and economic (Bujarunas and Eitvydas, 2000: 45). 

Although, Former Soviet States understand the importance of maintaining 

cordial and friendly relations with Russia, it seems Russia and FSU both want 

to maintain checks-and-balances in policy towards each other. The formation 

of these Republics has brought up a number of challenges in the region since 

each of them has unique territorial and ethnic aspirations and socio-economic 

priorities. The Baltic States are also seen as buffer states against the 

encroachments of the West. Russia had to maintain its sphere of influence over 

these states to maintain the buffer. This was done by following various policy 

measures and action (i.e. diplomatic pressure, propaganda and disinformation 

campaigns, military threats and peacekeeping deployments, economic 

leverage and energy controls, exploiting ethnic and social discontent, and 

discrediting governments via political influence and penetrating intelligence 

services), Russia has tried to maintain its influence upon them in order to 

manipulate their foreign, security and domestic strategies, and thus far, it has 

been unsuccessful in its attempts to do so (Ciziunas and Pranas, 2008: 287-

303). 

Russia Strategic Partner and Adversary: 

Russia is not only a neighbour of Baltic-States but a strategic partner 111 
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cooperation on a wide range of bilateral and global challenges. Russia's 

security goals in regard to Baltic States were evolved on the basis of 

geographical proximity of the Baltic States on its border. Russia's strategic 

aims are to keep the Baltic States out of military blocks, to maintain a strategic 

presence in the Baltic Sea. Russia sees it as crucial to retain them as part of a 

neutral buffer zone, around the Russian federation since the collapse of the 

Soviet Union, because of geo-political reasons such as NATO enlargement to 

its borders. 

February 1997, marked a turning point in Russia's Baltic strategy, when the 

Russian leadership publicised a theoretical outline of its Baltic policy. This 

was the first policy- paper that had been made on the issues, and it set the 

guidelines for the entirely of Russia- Baltic relations. Thus it attempted to 

examine security, minority, economic and international issues in a consistent 

way. There can be no question of even the hypothetical possibility of 

extending NATO's sphere of operation to the Baltic countries. Such a view is 

categorically unacceptable to Russia, and we would regard steps in that 

direction as posing a direct challenge to our national security interests and 

destroying the fundamental structures of European stability (Ciziunas and 

Pranas, 2008: 287-303). 

Meanwhile NATO and the EU have modified their strategies towards the 

opposite direction: by placing much more emphasis on cooperative security 

regimes based on commonly shared non military threats, engaging all actors, 

providing confidence and security building measures (CSBM) and spreading 

of stability. Thus, the essential strategic problem of the Baltic States has been 

that they face the challenge of having to relate to two opposing and 

incompatible external security strategy and a traditional Russian power based 

security strategy. The increased sharpness in official statements and the policy 

paper of February 1997 can be construed as different tactics to counter the 

threat ofNATO expansion and possible attempt to bargain with the west on the 

Issues. 
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Russia's willingness to go in defence of its strategic interests was never tested, 

as the Baltic States were not included in the first round of membership 

negotiations with NATO. Russia's policy in refusing to accommodate small 

states can be interpreted as great power mentality or tactics, not necessarily as 

a categorical denial of their independent statehood, but firmness that its small 

neighbouring states keep the interests of their larger neighbour in mind. 

Russia does not formulate policy exclusively according to the three mam 

elements of its bilateral relations with the Baltic States. The international 

community whose attitudes and reactions constitute one factor that Russia 

must take into account when devising its policy. The international context is 

essential to look at because the West monitors Russia's actions towards the 

Baltic States closely. This kind of situation does not exist to such an extent vis

a-vis other comers of Russian foreign policy. The issues to discuss here are the 

following: how do western responses impact on Russia's Baltic policy. 

The relationship between an erstwhile superpower and a newly independent 

small country was never going to be an equitable one. This was very much 

visible in relationship between Baltic and Russia which was more of a 

confrontational one .But from the collapse of USSR, Russia has shown 

maturity in its policies towards the Baltics and now the stress is more on 

continuing dialogue and cooperation rather than antagonization. In order to 

strengthen their position vis-a-vis Russia, the Baltic in near future may join 

EU and NATO which in their perception would lead to the ultimate 

reconciliation between Russia and the Baltic states and create more solid 

ground for stable mutual relations in the future (Sleivyte, 2010: 40). 

Role of the West: 

'The West' denotes North American and Western European governments and 

international organisations, and they are taken to represent the same core 

values and motives. It is possible to explain the similarities and continuities of 

Russia's external relations in large part as a result of the changing international 
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environment, which conditions foreign policies of all states. The international 

system, based on the primacy of sovereign states and the central role of the 

United Nations in governing international relations, is weakening. The reasons 

for the competitive nature of the relationship are persistent Russian notions of 

international relations as a zero-sum game, and the unmitigated importance of 

competition, conflict and the 'balance of power' in international affairs (Rowb 

and Torjesen, 2009: 67-87). 

The topics that are critical in assessing the international context are related to 

security (troop withdrawal and NATO expansion) and the Russian-speaking 

minorities (human rights/citizenship rights). The internationalization of the 

withdrawal and minority questions and the issue of expansion of Western 

institutions have given Russian-Baltic relations a complex pattern. 

At the beginning of the period the pressure was mostly from the West on 

Russia (troop withdrawals). Subsequently Russia began to return the pressure 

not only directly towards the Baltics, but also indirectly through the 

international community (minority rights). The inclusion of the international 

context in Russian-Baltic relations has been beneficial for and welcomed by 

the disputing parties, as they all can find positive aspects in direct contacts 

with the West to resolve the problems in their relationship. 

NATO must simultaneously deter Russia and reassure it and the Baltic States 

that their security will be enhanced. The key players in this process are Russia, 

Germany, and the United States. They have the means to shape the future 

parameters of any Baltic security system and are the principal players in 

Europe as well. And it is their policies that will define the limits of what can 

be done in the Baltic, as well as in much of Europe, since Baltic security is 

inseparable from that of Europe as a whole. Or, in other words, European 

security is indivisible, and Baltic security is part of it. 

With reference to "Mouritzen" and his four scenarios of coexistence between a 

great power and a small state (domination, isolation, balancing among various 
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influences of great powers and obedience to a great power) it is possible to 

affirm that the Baltic States are implementing the balancing model in their 

relations with Russia. All three levels of 'de-occupation' (political, legal and 

economic) confirm this conclusion. The Baltic States seek to co-ordinate 

interests of several power centres -the United States, the European Union and 

Russia. The US treats the Baltics as reliable political partners (they are among 

the most pro-American states in Europe). For Russia, the Baltic States are the 

arena for consolidation of her economic interests and the gateway to Western 

European markets (Clesse, Bauwenes and Knudsen, 1996:1 0). 

Over the last fifteen years, the relationship with the West has been marked by 

a positive tendency, while hardly any concrete progress has been made as to 

developing forms of constructive cooperation with Russia. Seven vexed 

political issues have manifested themselves as serious obstacles to more 

fruitful relations: the retreat of the Russian military from Baltic soil; the 

question of the Kaliningrad exclave; the demarcation of the Estonian-Russian 

and Latvian-Russian borders; the position of the Russian minorities in Estonia 

and Latvia; the NATO ambitions of the Baltic States; their explicit 

engagement with the so called 'Western Newly Independent States' (NIS); and 

Russia's energy politics (Heli, Marques, 2006: 113-123). 

The EU views the Baltic countries as the area of expansion of the Union's 

political and economic influence, and experts on Russia-related matters, 

especially regarding the implementation of the concept 'Wider Europe -

European Neighbourhood Policy'. Baltic security is assured through their full

fledged membership of NATO (US-dominated organization). Baltic 

membership of NATO and the EU is expected to secure a balance to Russia's 

political and economic influence. All of the above, the balancing model is seen 

as the best corresponding to the current international environment and national 

interests of the Baltic States. The future of the Baltic States depends on their 

ability (as small states) to maintain the stable balance of interests between the 

US, the EU and Russia. 
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US and NATO ideas of a 'Europe whole and free', the EU's concept of a wider 

Europe and the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP), and the 'common 

vision' ofthe countries loosely allied in the Community ofDemocratic Choice 

are in conflict with notions of a Wider Russia. Western (including NATO) and 

Russian perceptions and policies are at odds with each other in the whole area 

stretching from the Baltic States via Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova to the 

northern and southern Caucasus (Rowe and Torjesen, 2009: 67-87). 

The NATO states have understood the ambition and problems of Baltic States, 

they also wished to maintain and develop good relations with Russia. NATO 

did not only set up military conditions for potential members, but also political 

ones, for instance, that the candidates should settle their ethnic and external 

territorial disputes by peaceful means, pursue neighbourly relations, and 

demonstrate commitment to the rule of law and human rights. This NATO 

objective contributed to the fact that the Baltic States gradually tried to 

improve their relations with Russia and solve the ethnic and border conflicts 

(Oldeberg and lngmar, 2003: 43) 

The EU with its growing economic influence and military power of NATO 

alliance, there has been an overlap of the of the EU's "New Neighbourhood" 

and Russia's "Near Abroad". To define the new strategic requirement of a 

European neighbourhood policy, Vilnius, Riga and Tallinn are challenged to 

fill their particular strategic place which mutual co-operation and input on the 

European agenda. 

It became obvious that only Lithuania started to give some momentum to the 

EU's Eastern policy, by implementing its interests on the Kaliningrad issue 

and elaborating strategies for a democratic and European Belarus. If the Baltic 

States continue to neglect their interest in an Eastern policy, they may face the 

risk of being excluded in upcoming European-Russian decisions. These 

include the negotiation of the new framework agreement between the 

European Union and the Russian Federation (Partnership and Co-operation 
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Agreement), or the recently signed pipeline agreement between German gas 

giant EON AG and Russia's natural gas monopoly Gazprom on transporting 

Russian gas to Germany via the Baltic Sea, by passing transit states such as 

Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine. Furthermore, representatives of Estonian 

business and some Finnish participants spoke about the importance of 

economic co-operation between the Baltic States and Russia. The benefits 

would be related to transportation and trade in particular, but also to Russia's 

growing economy in general (Buhbe and Kempe 2005: 101). 

Although the Baltic States' inclination towards the West has remained closely 

intertwined with the idea of distancing themselves from Russia, they cannot 

afford to show their indifferences in their relation towards their eastern 

neighbours, mainly Russia, due to their heavy dependency upon them. Their 

negative approach towards Russia might cost them a disruption in energy 

supply. They might even be abandoned from the energy agreement between 

the EU and the Russian Federation or from the pipeline agreement between 

German energy giants EON-Ruhr gas and BASF-Winter shall. The non

cooperative attitude between them might also get in the way of economic and 

trade relations between the states (Buhbe and Kempe 2005: 101 ). 

The economic element of interstate politics in the post-Soviet has been one of 

the determining factors of Russia-Baltic States. This is particularly important 

to Russian policy towards the Baltic States, in which economic considerations 

have played a major role. Keeping in view the vast energy resources of Russia 

the economic consideration have overshadowed all other things. With the 

energy driven economies the Baltics are have become more dependent on 

Russia's energy resources. This dependence has become a new political lever 

for Russia. Main sources of economic interdependency: the energy sector and 

the Baltic ports, Baltic dependence on Russia pertains predominantly to fuel 

and energy sectors, in particular oil and natural gas, and to raw materials in the 

early phase (Laura and Kauppila, 1999:64). 
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It is also evident that Russia on several occasions has threatened the Baltic 

States with sanctions. Russia has also used trade tariffs and its status of most

favoured nation (MFN) as an instrument in keeping pressure on its 

neighbouring states. Russia's economic action can take three forms: a 

suspension or decrease of transit trade through the Baltic ports, a ban of 

commerce between Russian and Baltic firms, or the cutting off of energy. 

The goodwill that has developed between the governments and people of each 

side, to neutralize the negative elements and stereotypes to achieve 

normalization in mutual relations is positive one. Both Russia and the Baltic 

states emphasize the strategic importance of cooperation with each other, and 

are willing to find out ways and means to end the differences and 

controversies. 

Russia's Response to West & NATO Expansion into Baltics: 

As NATO enlarges and approaches the borders of the Baltic States, it faces one 

of the most difficult and complex security challenges in contemporary Europe. 

While the Baltic States desire membership in NATO, Russia views it as a 

threat to break cooperation with the West and NATO allies themselves remain 

divided over the knowledge of Baltic membership. This is evident from 

NATO's and Russia's positions, and the Baltic states' firmness upon 

consideration for their security interests, makes both East and West to work 

together on devising a workable and acceptable security system for the region 

that respects both Russian and Baltic, not to mention Western, interests. 

Otherwise, this region might become the flashpoint of a political conflict that 

could eventually worsen into a military one. 

The desire of the Baltic States to become members was interpreted as an extra 

proof of their anti-Russian inclinations, and vice-versa, any statement on 

behalf of the NATO members confirming their willingness to admit the Baltic 

republics was taken as an indication ofNATO expansionism. Security was still 

the central paradigm, while security threats were customarily associated with 
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NATO. The Baltic States were a security threat for Russia in military terms 

(because of their intention to join NATO), but most importantly their existence 

was a challenge to Russian national identity as it had been formed by the end 

of the 1990s (Laura, Kauppila 1999:64 ). 

The rebirth of the national statehood had brought to an end the former alliance 

between Russia and the Baltic, while a number of factors have upset Russia

Baltic security relations. Instability in the international system after the end of 

the Cold War and on-going systemic changes make their presence felt on 

Baltic politicians making them constantly alert to even the slightest shift in 

international undercurrents that may determine the future status of Baltic states 

in the new world order now emerging. The Baltic States accordingly must 

show flexibility in coping with political realities while at the same time 

reasserting their foreign policy goals. There has been no indication that the 

strongly pro-western orientation of the Baltic States could be questioned by 

international community. 

Russia has been unable to play the constructive and mature role in this 

process. Russian policies for Europe are confused and attached to models of 

European security that have little or no relevance to other states or that 

actually alarm them. Russia still despises the small states, thinking them to be 

of no consequence, proposes impracticable and objectionable schemes of pan

European collective security that do not unite it but would bind NATO. 

Russian policy is also confrontational, demanding border revisions and 

refusing to sign fmmal border treaties to recognize the post -1989 changes in 

Central and Eastern Europe. Its makes demands for an exceptional position in 

Europe or for unworkable security systems that do little to advance faith in 

Russia's coherence or good will. Furthermore, views everything in terms of 

correlations of aggressive military forces, and of desires for exclusive rights 

over small states (Lukin and Vladimir, 1994: 118-132). 

Further the Baltic States have strengthened their relations with all European 
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Partners, US and Canada. The USA owmg to its geopolitical position 

combined with its capabilities makes a counter balancing effect in the Baltic 

Sea region. It has been a backbone of politico-military support for the Baltic 

Countries. The USA commitment is a strong reminder that the region is an 

integral part of Euro-Atlantic context. USA engagement in the region is 

characterize by the north European initiative. 

The bond of Partnership between USA and republics of Baltic signed in 

Washington DC in January 16, 1998, establishes the institutional framework 

that promotes the continuance of bilateral and multilateral cooperation. The 

Charter underscored a common goal of the partners to work together in 

enhancing the security of all the states through the integration of Baltic 

Countries into the European and Trans-Atlantic security, political and 

economic institutions. The US Baltic partnership charter states that USA real 

profound and enduring interest in the independence and security of the three 

N countries. 

t\--
22 Despite the complex problems described above, the practical cooperation -\ between Russia and the Baltic are normalised. Even serious open questions 

~ like the absence of an officially recognized border do not have a negative 

impact on the actual connections between Russia and the Baltic states, or on 

the policies of the European Union. However, if the current approach to the 

relations continues, there will be no development or revival. It is possible that 

cooperation might actually decrease. The main ailments are of a psychological 

nature, and only time can cure these wounds. (Iris and Kempe, 2005: 4). The 

reasoning behind foreign and security policies in Russia and the Baltic states is 

based on the external influence and patterns of domestic decision making. 

Now that the Baltic States have acquired membership of EU, Russia will 

definitely have to restructure its policies and priorities according to the new 

political and strategic realities. The most identified two aspects crucial for 

further cooperation. From the top-down perspective, bilateral relations can be 
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rendered in a European framework based on the identification of common 

future goals and priorities. The situation inside the region requires the political 

will to deactivate negative myths and stereotypes, with the overall goal of 

normalizing bilateral relations. Trust is taken into account as an essential for 

the development of stability between states (Iris and Kempe, 2005: 4). 

Common values, external threats, or powerful economic interests usually 

inform and reinforce regional integration. The Baltic States are small both in 

relation to their immediate neighbours and in the larger European context. 

Their geographic proximity and a shared threat perception are factors which 

determine their interest in cooperation. Conditions which help to further 

regional cooperation among the Baltic States might therefore be seen in their 

geographical location, their smallness, the distribution of power vis-a-vis 

Russia, their joint past as part of the Soviet Union, a shared perception of 

Russia, comparable problems in constructing security policies, and the outside 

view of the Baltic States as a region. All these commonalties could point in the 

direction of regional security cooperation. 

The Image of a 'Russian Threat: 

Whenever security concerns have been discussed during the last decade, a 

potential "Russian threat" has figured as the key concern of Baltic defence 

policies Baltic security has been portrayed as overlaid by the larger pattern of 

Russia's great power presence. Russia figures as the main defining context. 

The Russia-related threats to the Baltic States manifest in several different 

forms of pressure: economical, political and cultural. The recent history of 

annexation provides a possible pattern for the future. 

History figures as a prominent guideline for Baltic security conceptions. The 

main lessons are seen in preventing a repetition of the mistakes made in 1 940 

(lack of common security among the Baltic states); in not once again allowing 

a revanchist turn in Russia to affect Baltic independence; and in integrating the 
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Baltic states into the West militarily, economically and politically. The 

perception of Russia as a threat is usually combined with heavily loaded 

metaphors such as "no man's land", "security vacuum", or "grey zone", which 

in turn are intended to justify the quest for "security guarantees" from NATO. 

The Baltic States are of strategic importance for Russia. Russia will be unable 

to consolidate its process of democratization (Pranas and Ciziunas 2008). 

Russia use to make threats to make threats against the Baltic States of 

economic war, of criminal subversion from without, and of refusing to 

recognize borders, while attempting to gain a veto over NATO's activities. 

Because Russia cannot carry out these threats, it only further antagonizes the 

Baltic States, makes them more intractable in their own anti-Russian policies 

at home and abroad and only worsens the regional situation. 

The total size of Russia is perceived by the Baltic States as a potential threat. 

At times, Baltic politicians and security experts even fundamentalize the 

hostile relationship with Russia by portraying it as a kind of "clash of 

civilizations" Furthe1more, economic independence on Russia, for example for 

electricity supplies, is sometimes interpreted as a potential menace . The 

Russian financial crisis in August 1998 seriously affected Latvia and 

Lithuania. Both countries therefore define their dependence on foreign trade 

with Russia as a security issue 

There is a specific link between Russia's domestic politics and its attitude 

towards the Baltic States: against the backdrop of Russia's post- Soviet 

identity crisis, concessions to the Baltic States may lead to losses of power 

among nationalist constituencies until 1995, Russia's foreign policy attacked 

Estonia and Latvia for violating human rights and for not integrating the 

Russian population. In the winter of 1997/98, Russian diplomacy once again 

raised the issue of the discrimination of the Russo phone minorities in Estonia 

and Latvia. As ethnic tension grew in Latvia, the Russian government adopted 
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economic measures by diverting oil exports usually shipped through the 

Latvian port ofVentspils. 

The Baltic States are unique among the forn1er republics of the Soviet Union 

for several reasons. First, of the post-Soviet states, the Baltic countries have 

unique historical political and economic connections to Western Europe. 

Second, they have moved far closer to the West since the break up of the 

Soviet Union. 

This chapter in a nutshell shows that during the 1990's, after the fall of Soviet 

Union the Russian political elite were trying to adopt a moderate policy, while 

maintaining Russia's influence over the Baltic States. But over a period of 

time towards 2004, Russia has grown more determined to protect and defend 

its politico-security concerns in the area. Russia further feels that it cannot 

afford to lose its Influence in the Baltic by limiting the attempts of other 

powers to weaken its influence. But despite the political games being played 

out in the region both Russia and Baltic states feel that their problems and 

concerns can be resolved without a third party mediation and that cordial 

relationship is beneficial for both. 
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CHAPTER-2 

Evolution and Characteristics of Russia-Baltic 

Relations, 1991-1994 

In the first chapter we have already seen in a broader perspective the relations 

between Russia and Baltic states through an analysis of security as is conceived 

in these States, however there are issues over security, and how does it effect the 

'Baltic States' especially in the sphere of domestic politics and international 

relations .In this chapter we will look briefly at some of the major issues, which 

define and further the domestic and international relations between Russia and the 

Baltic states. In order to map out the general development of Russian-Baltic 

relations in 1991-94, this chapter has a double task. To assess Russian policy 

towards the Baltic States, it must be put in the context of Russia's general foreign 

policy orientation to the West, and the simultaneous formulation of policy 

towards the other former republics ofthe Soviet Union. 

The Soviet Union collapsed with relatively little internal and external violence. 

Many republics ofthe former Soviet Union declared their independence almost in 

unison. Russia at the time was powerless to prevent any of this from happening. 

Its government was going through great transitions of its own, and decision

making power was yet to be clarified. The 1990s saw a turbulent economy and a 

fragile democratic regime under Yeltsin further hamper the ability of Russia to 

assert its foreign policy prerogative. 

In August 1991, the three Baltic States Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania declared the 

restoration of their independence. Russia's independence was effectively brought 

about by the creation of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and the 

dissolution of the USSR in 1991. During this early period, Russia needed to be 

quickly accepted by the West as a democratic partner. The essential foreign policy 
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aim focused therefore on developing both political and economic ties to Western 

countries and international financial organizations as a response to the acute crisis 

Russia was facing as a consequence of the Soviet economic system. This paved 

the way for Russia's relatively positive and non-confrontational stance towards 

the Baltic region. 

The collapse of Soviet Union and the emergence of sovereign Baltic States was 

probably one of the principle catalysts that changed the entire geo-strategic in the 

Baltic Sea region. However, such change in the situation gave rise to a new line of 

conflict between the Baltic States and Russia, with the ensuing threat to the 

regional security. 

However, as the Soviet Union disintegrated and ass it was replaced by Russia, 

both the legal form and content of bilateral Russian- Baltic relations had to 

change certainly. The Baltic States still accommodated armed forces controlled by 

Russia; the economy of new states was fully integrated in the economic space of 

the former Soviet Union; many Russians immigrants From Soviet Union lived in 

the Baltic States, who suddenly found themselves living abroad as the Soviet 

Union collapsed. Therefore, it is quite natural that in this period the Baltic States 

and Russia faced many unresolved issues related to the dismantling of the Soviet 

Union's legacy. 

Legacy of the Past: 

The framework of Russia's Baltic policy is determined by the past. It is difficult 

to escape history in the Baltic States. Its presence is everywhere. To understand 

the determined concern of the Baltic nations with respect to ensuring their 

security one should have a look at their chaotic history. The historic destiny of the 

Baltic was to a large extent determined by their unfortunate geographic location in 
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between two nations to the west and to the east The Germans and Russian 

respectively. 

Most importantly, the political structures of the Baltic States, designed in Moscow 

for the purpose of maintaining the republics subordination to the Kremlin, had to 

be remade to conform to the resurgent values of national sovereignty, personal 

liberty and democracy. It is very difficult to separate history and policy making 

because history gives background and understanding for the policies followed 

before and where they went wrong. History has a double effect on policy-making: 

it acts as memory and bequeaths specific processes. In the case of Russia- Baltic 

relations, this is expressed by legacies of imperial domination and Soviet 

occupation, and interdependence in terms of demography and economics (Conor, 

2003: 168). 

The territories that make up the modern Baltic States were incorporated in Tsarist 

Russia in between 1721-1795. When the Tsar was dethroned by the Bolsheviks in 

the October Revolution of1917, the Baltics won their independence but only after 

hard fought war. In 1940, the states were returned of by annexation to the Soviet 

Union, until USSR collapsed. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania going to be soon face 

real difficulty in integration in the USSR meant in practice .Forty seven years of 

Soviet rule produced a disastrous effect on the economy and the environment as 

well. The long period of time that the Baltic territories have been a part of a 

Russian-cum-Soviet entity is an influential factor constituting Russian attitudes 

towards the renewed independence of these states. The difficulty of dealing with 

and recognizing the Baltic's as foreign and sovereign states underlies many of the 

problems in their relations (Bult, 2006:127 -130). 

Russia's relations with the Baltic States came through several stages in the post

communist regime. In 1990-94, when both Russia and the Baltic republics 

struggled with the Soviet centre for independence; these relations were based on a 
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co-operative basis. The Baltic States, since the restoration of their independence 

in 1990, have worked hard to redefine their identity and their place in the region 

and on the continent. Despite being various cultural-historical differences between 

Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia, in the context of international relations, they are 

normally treated as an entity the Baltic States. Their common history in the 201
h 

Century provides justification for this treatment (Bult, 2006:127 -130). 

Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia gained their independence in the first of the 1990 

whereas Russia itself became and independent only after December 1991, when 

Gorbachev resigned from the post of President of USSR. Hence the issue of 

evolving and pursuing a policy towards the Baltic states on the principle of 

equality of independent nations came up before Russia much before it itself 

gained a fully independent status. However the formal recognition of their 

independent status by Russia and the International community canie from August 

1990 onwards. 

That three nations historical perception, in turn, is shaped by a collective sense of 

identity that comes from the fact that the Baltic peoples have a longer connection 

with their homeland than almost any other nation in Europe. Baltic nations 

nonetheless found that their geographical location made their homeland a 

battleground for other states striving for political or economic mastery of the 

region. This sense of belonging creates a special feeling of both attachment and 

legitimacy (EIIetson, 2002: 3). 

Thus, history played a prominent role in fuelling the independence movement and 

it continues to play an important role in the political psychology of the Baltic 

countries today. Just as in 1989 the truth about the Nazi- Soviet Pact was an 

impot1ant part of the case for independence, so today it continues to haunt 

relations between the Baltic States and Russia. 
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The period between 1991-1994 can be distinguished in the deteriotion relationship 

between Russia and the Baltic States. Moscow, while delaying the procedure of 

signing and ratification ofvarious agreements, like border issue, ethnic settlement 

and tried to prevent the Baltic States from becoming the members of the EU and 

NATO. Besides, Russia tries to interfere into internal affairs of the European 

Union by requiring taking sanctions against Latvia and Estonia because of 

"infringement of the rights of the Russian speaking population. So far it does not 

seem that the Kremlin could be ready of refusing the opposing policy towards 

the Baltic States, and the approaching elections to Duma and presidential 

elections would even more activate the search of "enemies of the country 

(EIIetson, 2002: 3). 

Some of the major issues may be identified in the beginning- the most urgent was 

how to meet the pressing demand of the Baltic states for a total withdrmyal of 

Russian army and naval fleet from the region. This issue has become complex for 

the Russian as the western powers particularly USA and Germany were 

pressurizing the Russian government for a quick and unconditional 

withdrawal of Russia's armed presence as it was done in Germany. From other 

issues were civic rights of Russian ethnic minorities and the problems of 

citizenship and the use of Russian language. 

Major Issues: 

Since the early 90s the Baltic States have become important markets for each 

other's goods; the countries have maintained close political and cultural relations 

and have pursued similar foreign policy goals. Perhaps even more importantly, 

the Baltic States have been concerned about threats emerging from the East and 

threatening their welfare, sovereignty and sometimes even independence. The 

Russian federation became the legal successor state to the USSR, the majority of 

the issues which dominated the Russian Baltic agenda were integrally linked to 
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the legacy of 50 years of Sovietization. This was particularly those of the three 

contentions points that characterized inter state relations in this period. 

The main elements at this stage of Russian policy consisted of security issues 

relating to troop withdrawals from all three states, and the question of the 

substantial Russian minorities in Estonia and Latvia. These problems were taken 

to the international arena by different parties in order to gain support, but the 

issues were dealt with independently from each other. 

Troop Withdrawal: 

Russia's relation with the Baltic States was marked by violations of sovereignty, 

the use of political and economic pressure, indefinitely Soviet-and then Russian

military presence in the Baltic States. The paramount security task facing the 

Baltic States on achieving independence of withdrawal of Russian remaining 

forces concerned issues such as political linkage with human rights, financial 

costs of redeployment of forces and dismantling of military installations and 

technically of Russian military property in the Baltic states and the 

accommodation ofthe withdrawn troops in Russia. 

As the issue of withdrawal of Russian forces and naval fleet stationed in the 

Baltic's emerged as the most significant problem for Russia in the North with 

international dimension. The main elements at this stage of Russian policy 

consisted of security relating to troop withdrawals from all three states, and the 

question of the substantial Russian minorities in Estonia and Latvia. The Question 

of troop Withdrawal was the immediate concern of the newly independent Baltic 

States: the demand for the Withdrawal of army, Thus it was clearly the most 

prominent issue in Russian-Baltic relations at this age. 

On 17 September 1991, the day Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania were admitted to 

the United Nations, they were still under occupation by another member-state: the 
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Soviet Union. An estimated 200,000 troops of the Baltic Military District, with its 

headquarters in Riga, were stationed in their capital cities (Tallinn, Riga and 

Vilnius) and on bases throughout their territories. The Soviet Union had refused 

to agree on a troop withdrawal date or on a redefinition of the status of these 

forces that would be consistent with the restored independence ofthe Baltic States 

(Peter 1999: 45-47) 

West was applying immense and persistent pressure on Russia to withdraw its 

military from the Baltic States as soon as possible. The United States of America 

and the European countries was firm in their rejection of Russian attempts to link 

troop withdrawal to any other issue. Western governments refuse to accept the 

purported logic underlying the linkage, but they took a formal collective stand on 

the issue in the form of CSCE and United Nations decisions, demanding Russia 

accede to the consensus calling for early, orderly, and complete troop withdrawal 

from the Baltic States. The West did not, however, object to Russian demands that 

veterans and demobilized on this point to the end ((Peter, 1999: 45-47) 

After long negotiations and different tactics, finally the last soldier left Lithuania 

in August 1993, and Estonia and Latvia one year later. The agreement with 

Lithuania was easiest to achieve not only because of the small Russian population 

in that Country, but also because there were no bases that were considered to be 

of Strategic importance located on its territory-although the most direct Ground 

transportation route from Russia to the Kaliningrad region is through Lithuania. 

Negotiations with Estonia and Latvia remained problematic until US President 

Clinton became involved in forging a compromise Formula.' Russia had been 

adamant over the ABM radar installation near Skrunda, insisting that it could not 

be relinquished because of its strategic importance. The agreement reached with 

Latvia in April 1994 provided for Russian operation of the station for another four 

years, but under civilian control and international observation. The agreement 
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with both Latvia and, three months later, Estonia included concessions on Russian 

army veterans and demobilized personnel allowing them to obtain permanent 

resident status. By the end of. August 1994, the last Russian troops were 

withdrawn-although many were simply demobilized in place in Estonia and 

Latvia. (Peter, 1999: 45-4 7) 

In the process, the Russian side repeatedly linked the military presence to the 

well-being of ethnic Russians and other 'compatriots' in the three states by its 

policy of 'Near Abroad". The policy was aimed towards both the Baltic's and 

Russia's domestic audience, particularly nationalists. And the various political 

allegations of human rights violations were intended primarily for Western 

audiences. These allegations have clearly been intended to serve a multifold 

purpose. First, to delay perhaps indefinitely a comprehensive troop withdrawal, 

Especially from Skrunda and the Latvian ports of Liepaja and Ventspilswith its 

valuable intelligence-gathering facility-the Russian government sought to 

establish a link between human rights issues and the withdrawal of its troops 

(Miniotaite, I 995: 15-25). 

The case of the military withdrawal from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania is 

particularly illuminating with regard to post-Soviet Russia's efforts to come to 

terms with the break-up ofthe USSR. This case has both an ethnic dimension and 

a geopolitical dimension. In particular, a perceived 'neo-imperialism' on Russia's 

part was seen as a dangerous sign, The Russian minorities were likely to remain 

there, and could thus give Russia 'a permanent excuse to express concern about 

the status of these communities, and demand that Russian forces protect them. 

(Miniotaite, 1995: 15-25). 

Russian efforts failed to fulfill any of these goals. The United States and the 

European countries was firm in their rejection of Russian attempts to link troop 

withdrawal to any other issue, including the set of problems related to the Russian 
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populations in Estonia and Latvia. The United States and the European countries 

took a formal collective stand on the issue in the form of CSCE and United 

Nations decisions, demanding Russia accede to the early, orderly, and complete" 

troop withdrawal from the Baltic states. The West did not, however, object to 

Russian demands that veterans and demobilized personnel be granted permanent 

resident status and Russia remained adamant on this point to the end (Miniotaite, 

1995: 15-25). 

The other facet of troop withdrawal from the Baltic States occurred in the period 

when Russia enjoyed good relation with the United States. Being preoccupied 

with its strategic partnership with the U.S., and Russia was very interested in 

maintaining a low level of tension with it. In reality, for Russia the greatest 

benefit from this partnership was US economic, political and military assistance. 

In this context, troop withdrawal from the Baltic's was a real litmus test of the 

sustainability of this partnership and the reliability of Russia's new policy. 

Despite the twists and turns of the negotiation process, which can be interpreted 

as Russian stalling tactics, often on economic grounds, the validity of the promise 

to withdraw was never officially renounced. 

The military and the withdrawal-Diaspora linkage: 

The linking of Russian Diaspora issue with the military withdrawal seemed a 

sensible step for Russia. In the second half of 1992, various issues came into 

forefront which had to be sorted out immediately. Some of the issues were: 

legislation on Baltic citizenship, the dissatisfaction in the military over their social 

conditions and the prevailing tense political situation. The intertwining of these 

issues made the linking seem sensible thing to do on Russian side. But the 

political and economic costs to Russia would have been very serious if it had 

opted to go all the way and attempted to keep the forces in the Baltic indefinitely. 

To President Yeltsin, whose image was that of the man who brought democracy 
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to Russia, this was not a real option? It also appears that in the armed forces, too, 

the withdrawal was taken as a foregone conclusion. (Simosen, 2001: 771-791 ). 

At this time the Baltic States which were alarmed by this Diaspora-withdrawal 

I inkage strategy of Russia, cleverly drew attention of the International community 

towards the issue. The policy had the capacity to produce far reaching 

imp! ications. 

Citizenship Issue: 

On the citizenship issue, the interests of the European states and Russia coincided 

in one major respect. Both feared a massive entry of Russian emigrants from 

Estonia and Latvia if they were not given assurances of being able to obtain 

citizenship or permanent residence. 

Estonia and Latvia proceeded from this assumption to restore their pre-war 

citizenship legislation. Accordingly, only citizens of the pre war republics and 

their descendents were entitled to citizenship in 1991.Citizens of the former 

Soviet Union whom had arrived during the soviet era and their children had and 

have to pass a process of naturalization to receive an Estonian or Latvian passport. 

This procedure implies inter alia that the candidates have to prove their 

knowledge of the constitution, the history and the national anthem; they have to 

swear an oath of faithfulness and, foremost, they have to pass an examination 

testing proficiency in the national language (Ballington, 1997: 738-740). 

This situation, which was only clarified after an initial period of absolute legal 

uncertainty, implies that both Estonia and Latvia have to deal with a large number 

of stateless persons, called non-citizens. Lithuania alternatively preferred to apply 

the so-called zero option, which meant the granting of citizenship to all permanent 

residents ofthe restored Lithuanian state regardless of nationality and without any 

language requirements (Eisuwege, 2004). 
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In the Latvian case the most important provision to be modified in response to the 

recommendations was the explicit use of quotas to limit the number of individuals 

able to acquire citizenship in any given year. The final version of the law on age 

group categories is to define annual eligibility for citizenship. 

In February 1992 Estonia introduced a legislation which revived its 1938 

citizenship law. According to this law, Estonian citizenship became limited to 

those who were citizens of the inter-war republic and their descendants, and the 

criteria for naturalization became difficult to fulfill for most of the Russians. The 

most important recommendation was to make the language requirement less 

burdensome.' The other recommendations focused mainly on the need for 

clarification of vague or ambiguously stated criteria and requirements that could 

lead to arbitrary treatment of citizenship or residency applicants. Similar steps 

were taken by Latvia also (Barrington1 1997: 738-740). 

Russian response towards these laws, Russia vehemently opposed these steps 

accusing Estonia and Latvia of discrimination, ethnic cleansing, apartheid, etc. 

Apart from this, Russia also criticized their language laws, which made Estonian 

and Latvian the only state languages, mandatory in administration and business, 

when actually Russian was spoken by more people (including the Baits). Russian

language schools were also seen to be under attack. National minorities enjoyed 

cultural autonomy only if they were citizens. Especially Foreign Ministry officials 

of Russia since the early 1990s, blamed them for only granting citizenship to 

citizens (residents) of the pre-1940 republics and their descendants, as a result of 

which hundreds of thousands of Russian-speakers were barred from political and 

social rights, and for making the naturalization process very slow through tough 

conditions regarding the command of the state language (Barrington, 1997: 738-

740). 

With the implementation of the law, most of the people who were ineligible for 
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acquiring the citizenship started to leave the Baltic States. The worst affected 

were the military and security personnel. Simultaneously, the Russian embassies 

issued citizenship to the Baltic Russians, and many of them also accepted the 

offer, partly so as to be able to travel to Russia without visas, partly out of 

sympathy or as a protest, and because this did not endanger their right to stay. 

Until 1998 at least, more people acquired Russian than Estonian and Latvian 

citizenships. Estonia had 100 000 Russian citizens, second only to Russia, and in 

Latvia the number of non-citizens actually rose due to more births. Russia in 

January 2001 imposed a visa regime on non-citizens of these countries, making it 

harder for them to do without Russian citizenship (Oldberg, 1990: 33-36). 

Minority Issue: 

A lot has been said and written on the position of the ethnic Russians living on 

Baltic soil over the last fifteen years. Since 1991, Russia has continuously 

complained about discrimination of the Russian minorities living in Estonia, 

Latvia and Lithuania. It has persuaded the United Nations, the OSCE, the Council 

of Europe and the EU to force Estonia and Latvia to adjust their laws on 

citizenship. 

It could be argued that Moscow is overlooking the clear differences between the 

three Baltic republics. The ethnic Russians in Lithuania only amount to 8% of the 

total population. In comparison to the Russians in Estonia and Latvia, 28% and 

32% of the total population respectively, they have hardly encountered any 

serious difficulties in attaining Lithuanian citizenship. Russian non-citizens in 

Estonia are allowed to vote during local elections, which is not the case in Latvia. 

In Latvia, the naturalization procedure as such has a more severe and complicated 

character. 

Regarding the minority problem the Baltic Russians cannot be totally vindicated. 
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They too have to bear some blame for their present plight and the Baltic distrust 

against them. At the end of the Soviet period, they failed to perceive the fear of 

extinction among the minorities in Baltic States and their wish to restore an ethnic 

balance. After Soviet disintegration, they suddenly became a minority in a small 

state instead of being a majority in a vast country. When the people of Baltic 

States had to learn Russian language, Baltic Russians found it perfectly natural 

but when they were now on the receiving end, they were reluctant to learn the 

Baltic languages and adapt to their culture. In Soviet days, besides being 

occupied, the people were forced to learn Russian and were discriminated against 

as regards jobs, flats, schools, whereas the Russians were privileged. 

With the integration of Baltic States into Europe this problem was alleviated 

gradually. In this changed scenario the Baltic Russians became increasingly pro

European. In fact, many Russians preferred learning English rather than the local 

languages, and according to polls the Russians became even more positive to EU 

membership than the Estonians and Latvians, partly since they were more urban. 

The SVOP concluded that the Baltic Russians could in fact become a link 

between Russia and these states and help to integrate Russia into Europe. 

Despite of the ethnic relations in Estonia and Latvia being a big and very real 

problem that politicians in Russia could exploit both for internal reasons and as a 

means of pressure, the style of at least the officials has gradually moderated. 

President Putin in September 2001 promised that he would rather not make the 

situation of the Russian-speakers in the Baltic States into a problem that would 

prevent the development of relations between the countries, since it would only 

harm them. Instead he aimed at joint efforts with sensible politicians who so 

desired. Foreign Minister Ivanov told the Council of Europe that Russia wanted 

European standards of ethnic rights, "nothing more, nothing less". 

Nevertheless, the early stage of the Russian-Baltic "cold war" over the treatment 
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of the Russian minority is largely over. Given the timing and inconsistency of 

Russia's reaction to the minority issue, the prospect of the Baltic States' accession 

to NATO and Russia's domestic policies seem to be interlocked. The Baltic 

image in Russia is further tainted by signs of indifference towards, or even 

tolerance of, Baltic participation in the Holocaust. 

Another obstacle in the normalization of the Russian-Baltic relations since the 

early 1990s is the border issues. Russia feared that newly established states might 

become points of conflict on war zones. In this sense, ensuring security in the 

Baltic States as part of a buffer zone surrounding Russia was of great importance 

to Moscow. It was also an opportunity for Russia to retain its influence in the 

region. 

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the question of the precise 

territorial delimitations of the Estonian and Latvian borders with the Russian 

Federation has been a source of discord between the states, and a permanent point 

of irritation. The question of these national boundaries became an important issue 

on the political agenda shortly after Estonia and Latvia regained their 

independence in 1991. The principal reason for this laid in the arbitrary transfers 

of territory and the "correction" of borders that was made by the Soviet 

government shortly after its reoccupation of the Baltic States. 

Border issues was indeed a problem in the early 1990s, since Estonia and Latvia 

disputed the transfers of the "Ivangorod-Petseri" and the "Abrene" areas, 

respectively, in I 944, when the countries were again occupied by and 

incorporated into the Soviet Union as Soviet republics. As a result Estonia had 

lost six per cent of its area and Latvia two. Instead the states now wanted to 

restore the borders established in the Tartu and Riga peace treaties of 1920, 

because they based their statehood on the independent republics of the interwar 

period (Oidberg, 1990: 33-36). 
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Russia rejected these demands claiming that the incorporation of Estonia and 

Latvia and the following border changes had been legal, because the decisions 

had been taken by the parliaments. Officials also pointed out that Estonia and 

Latvia had recognized Russia's territorial integrity in an agreement with Yeltsin 

in January 1991 and in several international agreements and that the contested 

areas now are totally dominated by Russians. Another argument given was that 

the Russians formed the majority in the areas already before the war, and this may 

have been a reason for the border changes in the first place. 

More importantly, the border claims received no support from the West, and when 

regulated borders became a condition for NATO and EU membership, which 

were their chief foreign policy objectives, Estonia and Latvia officially dropped 

their claims in late 1996 and early 1997 respectively. 

The analysis of Baltic States' border disputes leads to the conclusion that their 

common source is the orientation to the nation-state identity and its 

institutionalization in foreign and security policy. Positive changes are usually 

prompted by integration processes and the requirements for membership in 

NATO and EU. One can easily distinguish the connection between NATO 

summits and Baltic States' attempts at solving their border disputes. In 1994 

NATO Brussels summit encouraged the revision of Lithuanian-Po) ish relations. 

In 1997 NATO Madrid summit was a stimulus to Estonia and Latvia to drop 

their demands of including the treaties of 1920 in border agreements with 

Russia. In 1999 NATO Washington summit was a stimulus for Lithuania and 

Latvia to sign the sea border agreement. The conclusion is equally valid in 

relation to the ethnic disputes in the Baltic States. 

Above all, the border agreements concluded and ratified between Russia and 

the Baltic States become the main indicator of the bilateral relations. As 

mentioned above, those agreements have waited for years for a favorable 
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political time. The s1gnmg of border agreements is technically not that 

important, as the borders function despite a formal agreement, and the lack of 

such an agreement does not hinder the accession of the Baltic States to NATO 

and the European Union. Yet these agreements are important from the 

psychological dimension. Baltic-Russian relations have lacked expressions of 

good will, mainly from Russia, and finalizing the border agreements depends 

on the political will of Russia. The border agreements would also give a boost 

to the solution of many other problems, above all agreements regulating 

economic cooperation. 

Ethnic Issue: 

The ethnic issue was the second element in Russian policy, but at this stage it did 

not yet command a major role in official policy, although the situation of Russian 

minorities and their lack of citizenship rights in Estonia and Latvia were topics 

frequently discussed in the Russian media. Ethnic unrest in the Baltic States is 

mostly associated with Latvia and Estonia. As already noted, during the Soviet 

period Estonia and Latvia were transformed into multi-ethnic states. The 

percentage of Latvians in Latvia decreased from 77 per cent in 1935 to 52 per 

cent in 1989, while the number of Russians grew from 8,8 to 34 per cent. In 

Estonia, during the same period, the percentage of Estonians decreased from 86 to 

61, 5 per cent, while that of Russians grew from 8 to 30,3 per cent. After the 

restoration of independence this demographic situation led to the problem of 

ethnic minorities, with the involvement of UN, Council of Europe, OSCE, 

European Commission and Russia (Turlais, 1997: 9). 

The resulting situation had wide repercussions both in the East and in the West. 

In November 1992 Boris Yeltsin appealed to the UN condemning human 

rights' violations in the Baltic States. In 1993 an economic ban was imposed on 

the Baltic States. In 1994 Andrei Kozyrev, minister of foreign affairs, declared 
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the Baltic states a source of threat and emphasized the possibility of using force 

for the protection of the Russian-speaking population of Estonia and Latvia. 

Early in 1997 Russia's foreign minister Yevgheni Primakov proclaimed that 

Russia would not sign border agreements until the situation of the Russian

speaking minority was improved. 

In the West, too, the Latvian and Estonian legislation on citizenship was met 

with little enthusiasm. The West tried to improve the Baltic citizenship 

legislation through the activities of the EU, the OSCE and the Council of 

Europe. However, in Russia's view, Estonian and Latvian authorities have 

failed to improve the situation of Russian-speaking minorities and to comply 

with recommendations by international experts. 

As this short review of ethnic problems shows, minority problems in Estonia 

and Latvia remain a source of strain in the relations with Russia (particularly in 

Latvia). Besides, the convoluted process of minorities' naturalization raises the 

question of the role international organizations can ultimately play in domestic 

policies and of the relation of that role to the nation-state identity construction 

(Grazina, 1999: 112-118). 

The key factor in Russia Baltic relations is power irregularity with Lithuania as a 

small state and Russia as a great power. Hans Mouritzen, singles out for scenario 

of coexistence between a great power and a small state: domination full 

independence of a small state on the influence of a great power; a balancing 

between the various influence of great powers; and finally, obedience to a great 

power (e.g. Finland during cold war) thus Baltic States had to pursue one of these 

scenarios its relations with Russia (Mouritzen, 1998). 

Having experience Russia's domination during the Soviet occupation period, 

Baltic States tried to avoid the first scenario. In 1994, officially declaring itself set 
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on the course of East-West integration, Baltic States rejected the scenario of 

pursuing a passive policy towards its big neighbor act between different power 

centre - Russia, Europe and United States. 

Russian-Baltic relations: geopolitics and conflict sign at one point of time 

Russia's support was instrumental for the Baltic countries to obtain independence 

and international recognition in 199 J.But this tactical understanding soon 

disappeared after the national leaders ensured dominant positions in their 

respective countries. Actually, after Russia assumed the status of the legal 

successor of the Soviet Union, Russia and the Baltic states, now as sovereign 

countries, had to resolve all those disagreements and problems that existed 

between the imperial center and its periphery (Oldberg, 1990:38-40) 

In order to understand the remaining concern of the Baltic nations with respect to 

ensuring their security one should have a look at their turbulent history. The 

historic destiny of the Baltic was to a large extent determined by their unfortunate 

geographic location in between two powerful nations i.e. Germany to the west and 

Russia to the east. The evolution of the Baltic States is related to the stages of 

development of great powers; their status (dependent or independence) coincided 

with the phases of strongest collision between great powers- the world wars. Due 

to their geo-strategic position the Baltic countries, as small states, were often 

victims of the policy of great powers (Sleivyte, 20 I 0: 117). 

Economic factor: 

In modern world, economic relations have become most significant 111 any 

bilateral relationship. It overshadows all other aspects be it political, social or 

cultural. This is so because it is the economic well-being of the people which 

matters to them most. Hence by analyzing the economic relations one can 

comprehend the relations in other spheres of common interest. In the context of 
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Russian-Baltic Relations, economic relations constitute a sensitive, largely 

politicized sphere for the welfare of both sides; therefore tensions and 

developments in them can be to some extent extrapolated to the entire range of 

bilateral relations. 

In the period between 1930-1960 Russia followed a migration policy which other 

than its economic aspect had a political agenda. This policy was called 

"Internationalizing" i.e. Russification of ethnic peripheral of the Baltic States. In 

more general terms it means that the Russian authorities promoted large scale 

migration of workers, predominantly Russian, to areas of prospective industrial 

development in the Baltics. This planned migration was a major factor in the 

process of industrialization in many non-Russian areas of the Soviet Union, 

leaving its lasting imprint on the ethnic composition of the working class. Even 

now the Baltic Republics rely heavily on Russian workers for their industrial 

potential. According to some estimates, Russian labor force in Latvia still creates 

about 70 percent of the country's gross national product in 1993 (Sieivyte, 2010: 

117). 

Russia has always been aware of the dependency of the former Soviet republics 

on the Siberian gas and oil reserves. It hasn't hesitated to bring this instrument 

into play against the Baltic States, together with other economic measures, such as 

imposing high custom tariffs (which caused high trade deficits with Russia). It 

interrupted its oil deliveries to Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in an attempt to 

subdue the independent movements in 1990 and suspended gas deliveries to 

Estonia in June 1993, when the country implemented its rigid Law on Aliens. 

Russia which remains a non-democratic at home, is demonstrating imperial 

temptations in the post-Soviet space. It has been using its energy resources as a 

lever to uphold its geopolitical interests, which has become obsolete in Western 

thinking. 
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Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia which had the same network of institutions of the 

Soviet-type economy, were roughly equally distant from the developed capitalist 

market economy as late as 1989-1990. But by 1994 it had become apparent that 

market development in the three Baltic States had gained momentum and have 

become irreversible. According to the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development, in I 994, 55 percent of Estonia's GNP was produced in the private 

sector; the figure was the same for Latvia and slightly lower for Lithuania (50 per

cent). Thus, by 1994 the three Baltic States had approached a "critical mass" of 

irreversible market transformations which since then have proven to be immune 

to the impulses of post-Soviet political life. 

In order to reduce Russia related threats, Baltic States can formulate two pronged 

strategy. First approach should be a direct one i.e. through bilateral relations with 

Russia, engagement with her institutions and other bodies; and the second 

approach should be indirect i.e. through making difference in Russia's structural 

environment. By acting in a direct way and concentrating on the tasks of Russia's 

domestic economic and social development, the Baltic States should aim to bind 

her to the Euro-Atlantic space, which would stimulate Russia to assume 

obligations in the spheres of democracy and liberalization of economy, and help 

curtail her expansionist tendencies. 

The indirect way can be perceived as democratization or 'Europeanization' ofthe 

post-Soviet space, i.e. spreading of European values towards the East. This 

process has been going on for some time with the involvement of Euro-Atlantic 

institutions and Western European states in the post-Soviet area. In fact, the Baltic 

States have already contributed a great deal to the democratization of the post

Soviet space by extending security and stability to the East European States like 

Ukraine, South Caucasus, Moldova and Belarus. To attain the most from the 

ongoing process it is necessary that Baltic States use the tools related to their 

increased structural power i.e. NATO and the EU. 
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Russian-Baltic business interests: 

The transit sector is a strong business for all three Baltic States and Russia. Russia 

has a calculated interest in developing its own economic infrastructure, due to its 

disadvantageous geography. Therefore issues that are framed as political 

controversy are often in fact also economic in nature. Similarly, environmental 

issues play in, one case being the future of oil shale production in Estonia. 

Furthermore Russia wants to keep the Baltic States as markets for its oil, gas and 

raw materials, while Russia is a large market for Baltic consumer and engineering 

goods. Russian companies such as Gazprom and Lukoil are major investors in the 

Baltics and businesses in both countries often act more flexible than· their 

respective governments. 

The Baltic States are very much dependent on Russia for their energy needs. They 

import most of their oil and gas from Russia, through Russian pipelines and 

infrastructures. This level of dependence on Russia makes them extremely 

vulnerable to Russian pressures hence the enduring goal of the energy policy of 

the Baltic States is to considerably reduce their energy vulnerability. In order to 

minimize such dependence, it is of crucial importance for the Baltics to intensify 

energy dialogue with Western European and CEE states, as well as with the states 

of the Caspian Sea region (South Caucasus) and Central Asia, which are 

extracting oil and gas to diversify their energy needs. 

In order to reduce current Russia-related threats to the Baltic States following 

economic goals have to be achieved by the Baltic States: 

o Loosening the grip of Russian political regime over the Russian economic 

subjects. 

o Adopting more comprehensive strategies to project Baltic States as 

economic gateway between the West and the East; and most importantly. 
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o Reducing Russian influence on the economies of the Baltic countries. 

The Baltic States are not only a consumer of Russian energy, but they also play a 

significant role in the distribution of Russian energy. The oil exports of three 

major Baltic Ports of Ventspils, Butinge and Talinn represented approximately 

16% of net Russian crude oil exports. Being an important transit location for the 

Russian export system has given the Baltic States flexibility in bilateral relations 

with Russia (Mauring and Scbaer,2006: 74-75). 

Russia's natural gas monopoly, Gazprom, whose majority stake belongs to the 

Russian Federation, is the only Player in the Baltic natural gas market. Currently, 

the Baltic States, because of their special Transit country status, enjoy a price for 

natural gas of around $80-$85 per thousand cubic meters as opposed to the 

European Prices (around $120-135 per thousand cubic meters) (Mauring and 

Schaer, 2006: 74-75). 

The Ignalina Nuclear Plant (lNPP) in Lithuania is another relic of Soviet 

occupation, but its importance to Lithuania's energy supply is significant as 85% 

of Lithuania's electricity production comes from the power plant. Lithuania and 

Estonia are both net electricity exporters and Latvia is a net importer from the 

other Baltic States and Russia (Mauring and Schaer, 2006: 74-75). 

Economic relations were strained throughout the initial period. The Baltics 

repeatedly accused Russia of staging an outright economic blockade, in terms of 

oil and raw material imports in particular. The trade and economic co-operation 

agreements between the states signed in March 1992 did not eliminate the 

problem of energy supplies, and it was thought that Russia was using economic 

levers as a means of applying pressure in the Baltic States. However, dire 

economic problems on both sides, increasing Baltic payment debts to Russian 

enterprises, and the virtual break-down of trade links and supply routes across the 
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former Soviet Union created a substantial part of the problems. Therefore it would 

not justify claiming that Russian policy at this stage was intentionally trying to 

disrupt the Baltic States for its own purposes. 

Various psychological pressures and informal mechanisms have discouraged 

Russian investment in the Baltic's, While a sentiment in the Baltic's of "less 

Russia is better" can be rather popular at both the grassroots level and is used at 

the political level subsequently Baltic businesses, while free to invest in Russia it 

is not offered any government support for expansion in the east. Hence, overall 

the economic cooperation between the two has slowed down thanks to the 

political controversies (Elmar and Lejins, 2008). 

To what path a country treads to reform its economy is totally dependent on its 

available resources and the political ideology. In practice, the political 

considerations mostly prevail over the market reform designs and economic 

rationality. The predominance of political motives manifests itself in many ways 

and at every stage of privatization, from the initial valuation of assets to managing 

privatized enterprises. 

While means and ends of economic reforms vary from country to country, 

economic reforms themselves have an important aspect in common: all are 

political actions. Whatever the original intentions of reformers, political 

considerations are introduced in market reform design from the outset and often 

prevail over economic rationality. The predominance of political motives 

manifests itself in many ways and at every stage of privatization, from the initial 

valuation of assets to managing privatized enterprises. 

Baltic States nation state building story of the 1991-1994 as a continuous search 

for security and identity. With the end of the Cold War the quest for a new 

identity became a pressing issue for other actors in the Baltic security space as 
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well, namely for Russia and for the West. Conceiving themselves as the meeting 

point of Eastern and Western civilizations, the Baltic states have been 

constructing their narratives of return to Europe and of Russia as their threatening 

other. 

The West, by contrast, has made a sustained endeavor of revising the traditional 

model of their relations with Russia. In supporting the democratization 

processes in Russia the West has aimed at creating a common security space 

around both Russia and the Baltic states. As for the majority of Russia's 

political elite, they have held that Baltic states are part of Russia's sphere of 

influence and that problems in relations with them should be resolved on the 

bilateral basis, without direct or indirect interference on the part of third parties. 

Conflicting interests of the Baltic States, Russia and the West, finds its 

reflection in Baltic States' security conceptualizations and security policies. 

Their security conceptions, based on the idea of nation-state building, are 

dominated by an instrumental interpretation of the integration with the West. 

While Western decision-makers saw NATO as becoming "more of a co

operative security organization in its relations with Russia", politicians in the 

Baltic States used to treat it as a "collective defense organization against 

Russia. This view on the role of NATO in Baltic security conceptions was 

particularly prominent till NATO Madrid summit in 1997. 

Moscow resolutely opposed the advance of NATO to the territory of the former 

U.S.S.R. Russian discontent was first given utterance to on official level by 

Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev (1990-1996). During a speech in Stockholm in 

December 1992, Kozyrev spoke of a 'post-imperial space', where Russia would 

defend its military and economic interests. This vision gained ground after the 

December 1993 Duma elections, when Russian politics shifted in a far more 

nationalist direction. It finally translated itself in the doctrine of the 'Near 
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Abroad', The doctrine was aimed at reasserting and strengthening Russia's 

leading role in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), in which other 

powers, like the U.S., should not be allowed to interfere. 

Yet despite the ongoing integration processes the sovereignty of the nation is 

here still mostly associated with that of the nation-state, while in the West there 

is a tendency to separate the nation and the state. The Baltic States' integration 

with the West proceeds in a highly competitive way, and the idea of one's 

country's success (such as membership in NATO or EU) as success for all, 

though proclaimed in official documents, is rarely made good. 

Estonia hopes to be the first to be admitted to EU, while Lithuania has similar 

hopes concerning membership in NATO. Thus the integration proceeds mostly 

at the institutional level without making much tangible effect on the building of 

their common identity. The same conclusion holds concerning Baltic States' 

membership in EU. As the Study for NATO Enlargement notes, the expansion 

of EU is "a parallel process which also, for its part, contributes significantly to 

extending security and stability to the new democracies in the East. However, 

this is a topic for next chapter analysis. 

Assessing the first five years of Russian-Baltic relations after re-independence, it 

is interesting to attempt an evaluation of the basic thrust of Russian policy in 

terms of whether it has primarily been a matter of confrontation or of co

operation. On one hand vocally publicized political disagreements and mutual 

recriminations concerning security, minority and economic issues built up an 

environment of hostility. Nevertheless, there has been no serious conflict -seeking 

on the part of the Russian leadership, and its hostility has been largely rhetorical. 
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CHAPTER-3 

Russia- Baltic Relations, 1995-2004: 

Issues and Developments 

Russian relation with the Baltic States came through several stages after the 

independence .In 1990-91 when both Russia and the Baltic republics struggled 

with the Soviet centre for independence these relations were based on a 

cooperative basis. In 1992-94 two issues withdrawal of Russian residual troops 

and Russian speaking minority's rights dominated in Moscow security policies 

towards the Baltic States. The Year 1995 was, in a sense , a turning point in the 

development of the Baltic region security system because the main conflict line 

threatening security in the region acquired new quality upon withdrawal of the 

J3..ussian troops from Poland and the Baltic States. Since 1995 NATO and the 

EU's eastward expansion pre-occupied the area's security agenda. 

Ever since the Baltic States became independent in 1991, Russia has had tense 

relations and numerous conflicts with them, and it has strongly opposed their 

inclusion into NATO. Nonetheless, Russia after some time accepts Baltic NATO 

membership. How and why this tremendous change, which appeared as highly 

unlikely only ten years ago, came about requires thorough analysis. Such analysis 

may also indicate future developments. 

Baltic NATO membership will mean that Russia will have a long border with 

NATO, States close to its very heartland and its Kaliningrad region will be 

enclosed. The three former Soviet republics will thus join a military organisation, 

which in Soviet times was considered the main threat. For the first time the Baltic 

countries will be secured against Russian occupation and will assume 

international military obligations. EU membership will permanently de-couple the 

Baltic States from Russia, into which they were fully though reluctantly integrated 
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for fifty years, and adjoin all sectors of their societies to the strongest economic

political community in Europe partly overlapping with NATO. 

Neutrality: 

All three Baltic States have experienced a period of a positive attitude towards 

neutrality. Although it was never officially adopted, neutrality was quite a popular 

idea in the political discourse of 1989-91 and it remained a live option until 1994. 

Even in 1996, at the 9th session of the Baltic Assembly in Riga neutrality was an 

important issue of debates. However, it was judged a dangerous policy. Presently, 

the idea of neutrality exists only at the remote periphery of the political spectrum 

of the Baltic States. In Lithuania it is supported by the coalition "Uz teisinga 

Lietuva" ("For a Just Lithuania") comprising several non parliamentary parties. In 

Estonia and Latvia it is supported by Russian political organizations (Trenin, 

2001 ). However, neutrality as a means of ensuring the country's stability and 

security has been favorably treated by a substantial part of the population. 

Concerning future status, the Baltic States first talked about achieving neutrality 

like in Sweden or Finland, when they were in the process of breaking loose from 

the Soviet Union. When independence was achieved, officials stopped talking 

about neutrality. It was argued that neutrality had not saved the states from Soviet 

conquest in 1939-1940, and that the concept made little sense when the Warsaw 

Pact was dissolved and only NATO remained. Furthermore, unlike Sweden and 

Finland, the Baltic States could not strengthen their independence by a strong 

defence. Nor could the initial military co-operation among the Baltic States 

provide much security, since they were too weak to support each other. 

A public opinion survey in 1998 showed that in Latvia the largest group of 

population believed that neutrality was the best guarantee for Latvia's security 

and stability (29 per cent). In Estonia neutrality as a means of security was 
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considered second best option (29 p~r cent) next to membership in both NATO 

and EU (30 per cent). In Lithuania the largest group considered membership in 

NATO the best way (26 per cent), followed by neutrality (23 per cent) and 

membership in both NATO and EU (Cox and Ginty, 1996: 135). 

The question arises, why the idea of neutrality has lost its vitality and is not 

considered seriously as a security policy option? Neutrality was an alternative 

to the allied status during the period of influence of the bipolar power structure. 

It is based on the realist concepts of sovereignty and independence of policy 

and on the idea of objectively particular threats. The conditions which 

facilitated the maintenance of neutral policies no longer obtain. As traditionally 

conceptualized, neutrality has come to be seen largely irrelevant in the post

Cold era; unable to contend with the highly interdependent nature of the 

contemporary international system and the diffuse nature of threats it harbors 

(Cox and Ginty, 1996: 124). In the new unipolar Europe, with the EU as the 

pole, neutrality has changed its content. 

In the Baltic States neutrality was first associated with the peculiarities of the 

construction of nation and state identity. In early 1990s, when constructing their 

political identities, the Baltic States still conceived themselves as situated in 

bipolar world, in between the two cultural and political poles: the East and the 

West. Geopolitically, they considered themselves as small and weak States on 

the borderline between two different cultural traditions. European Catholic and 

Protestant culture (the West) and the Slavonic-Byzantine cultural tradition (the 

East). In this context neutrality was quite naturally associated with the 

metaphor of the Baltic States as the bridge between the East and the West. 

It is quite natural that neutrality as a security policy option was popular at the 

time of liberation movements and immediately after the restoration of 

independence. For this was the period when the problem of national and 
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political identity, closely related to issues of foreign and security policies, 

became most urgent. Identity issues were urgent not only for the Baltic states 

but also for Russia and NATO. For the Baltic States neutrality meant the 

continuity of foreign and security policies of the re-established states with those 

ofthe interwar states. In the 1930s all ofthem adopted a policy ofneutrality. In 

re-constructing their identities the Baltic States focused on particularity and 

differentiation. Some aloofness from both the East and the West was considered 

important for the preservation of pre-given identity. The positive attitude to 

neutrality was also encouraged by Russia's progress in 1991-92 towards a 

liberal state's identity. 

The idea of neutrality was finally discarded in 1993-94. This was influenced by 

the withdrawal of Russian troops from the Baltic States, by the results of the 

Duma elections in Russia in 1993, and by a more active NATO policy towards 

the CEE States. After Duma elections Russia's quest for a liberal State's 

identity was superseded by the ideology of"return to the empire" (Smith, 1998: 

1 0). The ideas of a Baltic security alliance and of integration with Western 

security structures soon became predominant in the Baltic States. 

The issue of neutrality of the Baltic sates was raised once again by Russia in 

1997-98. Early in 1997 Moscow came up with the 'Baltic Concept" which can 

be considered as Russia's response to Baltic States' declared intention to join 

the NATO. The document was explicit about Russia's interests: non-allied 

status of the Baltic States, economic and cultural co-operation, border co

operation and the citizenship issue. The document envisioned the traditional 

role of the Baltic States as Russia's infected area trade-off was proposed: the 

Baltic States' renouncement of NATO membership in exchange for the 

guarantees oftheir security needs. 
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The border treaty with Lithuania was signed in October 1997. After NATO 

Madrid meeting (July 1997), and with the Baltic States intention to sign the US

Baltic Charter declared, Russia's officials emphasized that the only basis for 

Baltic security was "the preservation of their status outside blocs. In exchange 

for non-alliance President Boris Yeltsin proposed Russia's guarantees for the 

security of the Baltic states through the establishment of regional security 

arrangements, the so-called "cross-security guaranties" (Oldberg and Ziugzda, 

1 997). Russia also proposed to establish a Regional Security and Stability Pact 

based on the principles of the OSCE. 

All of these proposals were rejected by the Baltic States and the West. At the 

end of 1997 presidents of the three Baltic States announced in a joint statement 

that unilateral security guarantees do not correspond to the spirit of new Europe 

and that such guarantees, as well as regional security pacts, had never been on 

the agenda of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Similar attitudes were voiced by 

Western commentators: The creation of a neutral or non-aligned zone would be 

of no security value to either the West or the Baltic States. Such a demilitarized 

zone would leave the Baltic States exposed and vulnerable and allow Russia the 

advantage to station forces in the geographical proximity without a 

counterbalance from the West (Austin, 1999: 7). 

NATO Enlargement: 

From the very moment of the restoration of their independence, Estonia, Latvia 

and Lithuania were determined to establish themselves under the safe wings of 

NATO. While some Western European states, like Germany, tried to temper 

Baltic NATO aspirations in view oftheir (economic) interests in Russia, the U.S. 

expressed Jess aloofness. President Bush's Warsaw speech (June 200 I), in which 

he emphasized that all European democracies should have a chance to join the 
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Western institutions, can be seen as an important step to NATO's Prague decision 

(November 2002) to welcome the Baltic States as new members in 2004. 

Instead the Baltic States turned to the West for support, and joining Western 

security structures, particularly NATO, became the first priority in their security 

policy, In January 1994, even before NATO had declared itself open for an 

eastern enlargement, Lithuania officially applied for NATO membership on its 

own, arguing that it could pave the way for the two neighbours. The states quickly 

became observers in the WEU, joined NATO's parliamentary assembly, the 

NATO's Partnership for Peace programme, and took part in and organised 

exercises with NATO and neighbouring states in the Baltic Sea region. 

They were clearly disappointed, when they were not included in the NATO 

enlargement decision in 1997, but the United States signed a special charter with 

them in January 1998, in which the latter promised assistance for future 

membership. 

Even ifthe Baltic States then started to pay more attention to EU enlargement and 

its evolving common security and defence policy, this was not seen as an 

alternative road to security but as a complement or a stepping stone to NATO. As 

NATO then included the Baltic States among the official candidates for future 

membership and laid down its conditions in the 1999 Membership Action Plan, 

(Schmidt and Peter, 2001 ). They energetically tried to fulfill these in time for the 

next NATO summit in November 2002. From very low levels, the Baltic 

countries expanded their military budgets in order to reach the desired level of 

two per cent of GOP, Lithuania leading the way. 

The reasons for this Western orientation of the Baltic States are quite obvious. 

Firstly, they considered themselves as Europeans and wanted to belong to the 

West European family of democratic, law-governed states with free and 
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prosperous market economies. Indeed since the early 1990 they made admirable 

progress in this direction. Therefore they strove to get away from Russia, which in 

its different incarnations had stuck them from that for decades and centuries. 

During the Second World War the Soviet Union had occupied and incorporated 

the independent states and imposed its authoritarian communist rule with 

disastrous consequences. Thus Lithuania in 1992 held a referendum demanding 

compensations from Russia for the Soviet occupations 1940-1990, and in 2000 

the parliament made it a law. The amount was set at 20 billion USD (Zvezda, 

2000). 

In particular, the Baltic countries felt a continuing security threat from Russia due 

to the huge disparity of power between them and the former superpower. Even if 

Russia suffered a deep economic crisis and its military strength waned drastically 

throughout the 1990s, whereas the Baltic States were consolidated, Russia's 

military forces in the neighbouring Leningrad Military District and the 

Kalin in grad region remained superior to the regular Baltic forces (Spruds, 200 I: 

42). Lithuania is situated between Kaliningrad and Belarus, which maintains a 

strong army closely integrated with Russian forces. 

The NATO states also understood these problems and supported the ambitions of 

the Baltic States as noted above. At the same time, however, they wished to 

maintain and develop good relations with Russia, for which the Founding Act of 

1997 was a clear expression. NATO did not only set up military conditions for 

potential members, but also political ones, for instance that the candidates should 

settle their ethnic and external territorial disputes by peaceful means, pursue 

neighbourly relations, and demonstrate commitment to the rule of law and human 

rights (Schmidt, 200 I: 420). 
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Russian opposition to Baltic NATO membership: 

Russia's interest in the Baltic States is informed by a mixture of strategic, 

economic, and ethnic factors. The remnants of Russia's imposing legacy and its 

perceived humiliation by the neighboring small nations seem to influence the 

mind set of parts of the Russian leaders, which seek to prevent NATO membership 

of the Baltic States because they associate such membership with a further 

weakening of Russia's geostrategic position. Russian foreign policy additionally 

wants to preserve access to seaports in the Baltic States as well as guaranteed 

communication lines with the Kaliningrad region. 

Russian leaders had several motives to resist Baltic NATO membership. To start 

with, they must be sought in general Russian policy ambitions. According to the 

foreign policy doctrines enunciated in 1996 and 2000, Russia strives for a 

multipolar world, which is not dominated by one power centre and in which 

Russia plays an important role. Russia wants to strengthen its influence in the 

whole ex-Soviet space, promote integration there. 

Even if the Baltic states - different from all other ex-Soviet republics - did not 

join the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and were not included in the 

"near abroad", they were not placed in the same "far abroad" category as for 

example Finland or even Poland either (Rossiyskaya Gazeta 7 March and II July 

2000). The Baltic states were called" newly independent states", which Russia 

allegedly had helped to freedom in 1991, when liberating itself from the Soviet 

Union. But especially Russian nationalists and communists even hoped to 

reincorporate the Baltic States. Secondly, Russia claimed to be a peaceful 

democratic state, which did not pose a threat to any country, and therefore it hard 

to understand the Baltic fears and suspicions. 
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The main reason for resisting Baltic NATO membership obviously was that it was 

viewed as a security threat to Russia, which implied that NATO also was deemed 

as a threat. The official Military Doctrine of 1993, which was replaced only in 

2000, mentioned the extension of military blocks among the sources of external 

war danger. The increase of military forces at the Russian borders, preparing them 

for attack on Russia, attacking objects at the Russian borders and restricting the 

functions of Russian strategic warning systems (like in Skrunda, Latvia), and 

moving foreign troops to neighbouring states - all these cases were said to be 

direct military threats to Russia (KZ 19 Nov. 1993). 

A major concern, particularly for Russian military and nationalists, was that 

Baltic NATO membership would bring NATO close to vital parts of Russia. The 

Russian media monitored the Baltic military build up or 'arms race' and NATO 

contacts with great suspicion fearing that NATO would take over formerly Soviet 

bases or had already done so. 

The Communist Party leader Ziuganov in 1997 asserted that the placing of tactical 

NATO air forces in Poland and later in the Baltics would render the European part 

of Russia practically defenceless. Krasnaia zvezda, the main military newspaper, 

in 2000 concluded that the Baltic States were practically subordinated to 

Washington, adding the fact that some Baltic presidents, ministers and top 

officers had lived and worked in America (KZ 26 April 2000). For example, the 

Russian press has lately been upset about a new radar station near the Russian 

border in Latvia, and Estonian offers to NATO of establishing air bases in the 

country. 

At the all-European conference in Budapest in December 1994, President Boris 

Yeltsin called NATO a product of the Cold War and criticised the enlargement 

plans for creating a new divide in Europe and sowing distrust. At best NATO 

should be dissolved just like the Warsaw Pact or be transformed into a political 
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organisation, since no threat existed. Instead of enlarging NATO, Russia proposed 

strengthening the CSCE (soon to be reorganised as OSCE - Organisation for 

Security and Co-operation in Europe), where Russia was a member and had a veto 

right. The NATO candidate states were recommended to stay neutral and to be 

content with security guarantees. 

In order to prevent or at least restrict NATO enlargement Russia in 1996 dusted 

off the old Soviet idea of a nuclear-free zone from the Baltic to the Black Sea, 

guaranteed by both NATO and Russia, and interest was shown in the British idea 

of a regional security zone, including Sweden and Finland. But these states 

rejected the idea, unable as they were to extend guarantees and provide security 

for the Baltic States (Forsberg, Tuomas and Vaahtoranta, 2001 :76). 

Another Russian proposal was security guarantees together with NATO. On the 

eve of NATO's Madrid summit, the sitting Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov 

declared that Russia had no intention to threaten or occupy the Baltic states, 

which had a right to security guarantees with or without Russia, quite as they 

prefer. In July 1997 Primakov could even tolerate security guarantees only from 

the West (Forsberg, Tuomas and Vaahtoranta, 2001 :76). That is as long as they 

did not amount to Baltic NATO membership. 

After NATO's Madrid summit in July 1997 came a row of proposals. At a 

conference in Vilnius in September Prime Minister Chernomyrdin suggested 

several confidence-building measures, such as a "hot line" between Kaliningrad 

and the Baltic states, and a common air surveillance system in the whole Baltic 

Sea area. Soon after, when the Lithuanian president visited Moscow, Yeltsin 

repeated the proposals of unilateral guarantees, international agreements with 

each or all Baltic States, multilateral ones with major Western states or a regional 

security zone including the Nordic states (Forsberg, Tuomas and Vaahtoranta, 

2001 :76). 
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In order to prevent Baltic- NATO membership and advance the above proposals 

Russia did not renounce from military threats and pressure. Not surprisingly, 

Russian nationalists like Liberal Democratic Party leader Vladimir Zhirinovsky 

and military analysts such as Anton Surikov threatened with partisan war or pre

emptive strike (Forsberg, Tuomas and Vaahtoranta, 2001 :76). More seriously, 

ranking diplomats in 1995 threatened with increasing troops at the borders, if the 

Baltic States joined NATO. 

Military officers warned that if the neighbours were to join NATO, Russia would 

have to reinforce its positions in Kaliningrad, also with tactical nuclear weapons. 

In late 1998 the Duma discussed a resolution on linking START-II ratification to 

an agreement not to extend NATO to former Soviet territory. In 2002, Krasnaia 

zvezda criticised the Baltic states for not signing the European disarmament treaty 

on conventional forces (CFE) because it created a grey zone and a threat to 

Russia. This could make Moscow break the force limitations on the northern flank 

(KZ 17 Jan. 2002: 1 8). The defence committee recommended the Duma not to 

ratify the amended CFE treaty until November 2002, when NATO was to take the 

enlargement decision, obviously as a pressure attempt. 

The Kosovo crisis in 1999 stressed the relations even more. The Baltic States 

supported NATO's attack on Yugoslavia in order to defend human rights and 

preclude a refugee disaster, while Russia defended the territorial integrity of 

Yugoslavia and severed its official relations with NATO. Russia also opposed 

NATO's new military doctrine, which did not exclude operations outside the 

North Atlantic area. In June Russia held its largest military exercise for many 

years together with Belarus. The exercise assumed aNA TO attack on Kaliningrad 

an·d trained the use of nuclear forces. In December 1999 Russia signed a new 

union treaty with Belarus, whose president was strongly anti-NATO, and military 

integration with this country intensified (NG June 1999: 3). 
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Russia's war against separatism in Chechnya in 1994-96 and its resumption in 

1999 testified to the old inclination to solve political problems by force, which of 

course alarmed the Baits, who had old ties with the Chechens and even allowed 

them to have information office. On the other hand Chechnya turned Russian 

attention away from the Baltics. Besides military threats, Russia staged a 

diplomatic campaign in order to discourage the Baltic States from joining NATO 

and NATO from inviting them. A common argument was that NATO expansion 

would encourage anti-Western forces in Russia. In this way the Y eltsin 

administration did not resist the latter forces but adapted to them, especially in 

connection with the presidential and Duma elections in 1995-96 (Carolina and 

Vindil, 2002: 352). 

Russian analysts also noted that the Baltic States were hostile to Russia and would 

influence NATO in that direction, if they became members. Officials further 

pointed out that admitting the Baltic States would be an economic burden on 

NATO members. Others argued that Baltic NATO membership was a risk to 

NATO itself, because if the states were attacked, they could only be defended 

with nuclear weapons. Russia was of course pleased when the Baltic States were 

not admitted in 1997, and the anti-NATO campaign tapered off. Still, the 

admission of Poland into NATO led to drastically impaired relations with that 

country, spy scandals etc., and even helped bring military and security people to 

power in Russia after Yeltsin. Others have pointed out that Russian opposition to 

Polish, Czech and Hungarian NATO membership actually was an advance 

position to stop Baltic accession. 

The Baltic determined for NATO membership probably was one of the ma1n 

reasons behind the Russia's insufficient and asymmetrical political exchange with 

the three states and the lack of comprehensive political agreements with them. 

Since independence no Russian president has so far paid an official visit to any of 

them, and visits by Russian prime and foreign ministers were very few, mainly 
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connected with international conferences. By contrast, the Baltic presidents have 

occasionally visited Russia unofficially or officially, or they have met Yeltsin and 

Putin in third countries (BBC 13 Apr. 2002). Nor did the inter-governmental 

commissions meet. 

Another kind of political protest was the refusal of the Russian Duma in May 

2001 to attend the NATO Parliamentary Assembly meeting in Vilnius, the first 

one in a non-member state, and President Putin's decision in June not to attend 

the NATO summit in Prague in November, to which he was invited lest it be seen 

as a sign of approving NATO enlargement to the Baltic states (BBC 13 Apr. 

2002). 

Furthermore, Russian officials tried to disqualify the Baltic States for NATO (and 

EU) membership by criticising especially Estonia and Latvia for violating the 

human rights of their Russian-speaking minorities and by refusing to sign border 

agreements with them. A foreign ministry official openly declared that an entire 

set of internal and foreign policy problems, specifically the unregulated nature of 

its relations with Russia makes for instance Estonia an unfit candidate for both 

NATO and EU membership. Russia also criticised the Baltic States for allegedly 

supporting the Chechen terrorists, and this criticism was intensified after 

September 2002 Russia has finally often used or threatened to use economic 

pressure against the Baltic States.(More· on these issues in previous chapter 

discussed already). 

Coming to terms with NATO enlargement: 

The above-presented picture of Russian resistance to the Baltic States becoming 

NATO members has, however, to be supplemented by an analysis of the evidence 

pointing in the other direction .. The Russian policy of opposition did not succeed 

and was gradually modi~ed by concessions and search for compromises. 
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A major reason for this was the fact that a tough Russian policy could disturb the 

economic relations with the Western states. Russia could not afford a 

confrontation with them, because it had suffered a deep economic crisis 

throughout the 1990s and had become extremely dependent on trade with and 

investments from Europe. President Putin geared Russian foreign policy more 

vigorously than Yeltsin to serving Russia's economic needs and developing it to 

catch up with Western states. He saw Russia as a European State and wanted 

political and economic integration with the West. 

Moreover, Russia had to notice that NATO and the candidate states sought 

compromise and co-operation with Russia. Before taking the formal decision on 

enlargement in 1997 NATO signed a Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Co

operation and Security with Russia, which instituted a Permanent Joint Council 

(P JC) with regular meetings. In this NATO reassured Russia that it had "no 

intention, no plan and no reason to deploy nuclear weapons on the territory of 

new members". The organisation was then enlarged by only three new members, 

those farthest away from Russia. NATO military presence in Poland was 

restricted to a staff headquarters near the German border, During the Kosovo war 

NATO called for Russian support and afterwards it made concerted effort to mend 

fences with Russia, where Putin took over the presidency from Y eltsin at New 

Year 2000. 

A speech of President Put in in September 200 I (just before II September), during 

a joint press conference with Finnish President Tarja Halonen, can be considered 

a breaking point. "It is their own choice, though we see no objective reason for 

NATO expansion," raid Putin to the journalists when commenting on the Baltic 

States' aspirations toward NATO (BBC 13 Apr. 2002). That was the first time the 

head of the Russian state actually agreed with NATO enlargement to include the 

Baltic States. 
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Just like NATO, Russian leaders declared that they did not see any threat from the 

other side. Just like Russian leaders had occasionally done under Yeltsin, 

President Putin in early 2000 even talked about Russia joining NATO - if its 

national interests were safeguarded. Even ifthis only was a hypothetical question, 

it at least undermined the policy of opposing Baltic membership 

(www.in.mid.ru.).The Russian Duma, since 1999 dominated by parties loyal to 

the new president, finally ratified the START-II aqd the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, 

thereby disposing ofthese means of pressure on the United States, partly as a way 

to make it abide by the ABM Treaty with Russia and desist from building a 

national missile defence (NMD). 

The terrorist attacks on the United States on 11 September 2001 and the American 

call for support in the war on terrorism offered Russia new options. The Duma, 

the Communists and the Russian military did not want to support or opposed the 

Americans, specifically the establishment of air bases in Central Asia, Some 

observers even wanted to make Russian support conditional on concessions, such 

as giving up NATO incorporation of the Baltic States. 

Another approach was proposed by e.g. Dmitrii Trenin at the Moscow Carnegie 

Centre, who recommended Russia to ally itself with NATO as closely as possible, 

so as to secure its influence and integrate itself into Europe. Russia should accept 

Baltic NATO membership, since Russia could not stop it. Moreover, it meant no 

growing threat to Russia, but rather improved political and economic relations as 

the Polish case showed. 1 This was the line that President Putin chose to follow. 

He immediately expressed his support for the US-led antiterrorist coalition, 

offered intelligence co-operation and air routes across Russia. Officials explained 

that Russia had long experience in fighting terrorism in Central Asia and the 

Caucasus, specifically in Chechnya, and when the West took on that fight, it could 

only serve Russian interests and boost its prestige (Wagner and Peter, 2002: 

1250). 
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NATO also responded in kind by offering Russia a new joint council, where 

Russia would be one of twenty members with equal voting rights concerning 

certain issues such as the fight against terrorism, peacekeeping and non

proliferation of NBC weapons. Visiting Brussels in October, Putin praised the 

idea as one radically changing the mutual relations, and expressed extreme 

satisfaction with the relations with the USA .. In the autumn Putin decided to scrap 

Russian bases in Cuba and Vietnam, which long had annoyed the Americans. As 

a result of 11 September Russia could also rejoice in NATO states muting their 

criticism of the Russian war in Chechnya. When the United States later decided to 

send military personnel to Georgia in order to combat international terrorism, 

Putin also agreed to that as being in line with Russian interests. 

Indeed, in May 2002 NATO and Russia signed an agreement creating the NATO

Russia Council, which was to devote itself to the fight against terrorism, crisis 

regulation, non-proliferation, conventional arms control and confidence-building 

measures, anti-ballistic defence, sea rescue operations, military cooperation and 

civilian emergency planning. Putin commented that a new level and quality of 

mutual understanding had been reached. (www.president.ru/events). Just before 

that event US President Bush visited Moscow and signed an agreement with Putin 

on further reductions of strategic offensive weapons until 2012, expressing a 

mutual wish for genuine partnership, based on cooperation and confidence. 

(www.president.kremline.ru/events.) The questions of mutual military assistance 

were thus omitted, nor was the question ofNATO enlargement mentioned. 

Accepting the Baltic States joining NATO: 

The Russian effort to undermine the Baltic states' democratic credibility by 

criticising their minority policy and tolerance of right extremism did not persuade 

the West and rather made the situation worse for the Baltic Russians, and the 

refusal to sign or ratify the border agreements hurt Russia at least as much as the 
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Baltic states. At the same time as Russia changed its view ofNATO, it also had 

reasons to modify its tough policy against the Baltic States. The political elite 

gradually came to realise that resistance to their NATO membership and pressure 

tactics to achieve it could be counterproductive, refresh old fears and in fact 

reinforce the Baltic desire to join NATO. 

The Baltic security doctrines did not talk about direct military threats from Russia 

and instead expressed concern over the instability and unpredictability in Russian 

politics, and social and ecological threats. The states supported NATO's 

rapprochement with Russia, including the creation of the NATO-Russia Council 

with cooperation against terrorism and many other tasks on the agenda. Also they 

told Russia that NATO nowadays primarily is a political organisation aiming at 

stability, not a threat to Russia. (www.president.kremline.ru/events.). 

Lithuanian officials promised that increased security through NATO membership 

would enable the country to develop co-operation with Russia in all fields to 

mutual benefit. The Lithuanians invited Russian observers to its exercises with 

NATO and called for confidence-building measures with Russia, and an 

agreement was also reached. Lithuanian officials accepted the Russian denials of 

tactical nuclear weapons in Kaliningrad (www.president.kremline.ru/events.) 

Even though Lithuania wanted full NATO membership, it saw no need for 

deploying nuclear weapons or big foreign military units on its territory. Actually, 

already in the early 1990s a Lithuanian firm built flats for Russian officers in 

Kaliningrad. After Russia's financial breakdown in August 1998 Lithuania and 

Poland had sent humanitarian aid to Kaliningrad, including the naval base 

Baltiisk. Russian military transit across Lithuania to Kaliningrad was regulated in 

an agreement of 1993, which was prolonged every year, and NATO voiced no 

intentions to change it on accession. Lithuania was also cooperative with regard to 

the economic development in Kaliningrad. (More on this in EU chapter below) 
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Latvia only agreed to military co-operation with Russia in the framework of the 

PfP and other international programmes. But Foreign Minister lndulis Berzins 

stressed that after NATO accession Latvia's relations with Russia had to be built 

from "positions of positive cooperation", and he talked about historically 

understandable complexes towards Russia in his country which had to be 

overcome. Estonia indeed offered NATO bases in the country, but its Foreign 

Minister also hoped that closer relations between NATO and Russia would help 

improve Estonian-Russian relations, as well (http://www.eko.org.ee). 

Under the impact of improving relations with NATO and this forthcoming policy 

on the part of the Baltic States Russia little by little responded in kind. To an 

increasing extent desisted from military pressure on the Baltic States, assured 

them of peaceful intentions and rejected the use of force as a principle. It did 

withdraw its troops from the Baltic States in the early 1990s, and in August 1998 

on schedule closed the last military base, the anti-missile radar station in Skrunda, 

Latvia (Medearis, 1998: 3-9). 

During his visit to Stockholm in December 1997, Y eltsin declared that the troops 

in the north-west of Russia would be unilaterally reduced by 40 per cent, and this 

promise was also carried out in 1998. In October 1999 the General Staff talked 

about decreasing Russian troops near the Baltic States in order to deprive them of 

a pretext for joining NATO (balld.org 26 Oct. 1999). True, these actions did not 

only reflect a less hostile attitude but were also a result of lacking military funding 

and the need of troops elsewhere. 

Thus, Russia put up strong resistance against the Baltic States joining NATO and 

relented in achieving normal exchange with them, its general need of good 

relations with the West and the West's cooperative attitude toward Russia pushed 

it gradually towards acquiescence. Economic co-operation and a common fight 

against 'terrorism' with the West served Russian national interest better than 
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attempts to defend old power positions in the Baltic area. NATO thus exercised 

influence on both Russia and the Baltic states to come to terms. Russia had to 

accept Baltic NATO membership, which guaranteed the states security in case of 

Russian threats, the Baltic States had to endorse Russian participation in NATO 

decision-making on certain issues and to adapt to Western conceptions concerning 

the Russian-speaking minorities. 

EU Enlargement and Russian Perspective: 

The EU's enlargement towards the Baltics is more than just an economic factor or 

recognition of their European cultural heritage. The Baltic countries membership 

of the EU would mean a dramatic shift in Baltic geopolitics. For Estonia, Latvia 

and Lithuania, accession to the European Union in 2004 was a major foreign 

policy triumph following a process that had lasted almost a decade since the three 

submitted their applications in 1995. The reasons for the Baltic countries, as well 

as other Central and Eastern European countries, wanting to join the EU were 

myriad. There were economic benefits, in the form of the market access and 

regional subsidies that membership would entail. Political benefits, such as 

democratic consolidation and reform assistance (Nilsen, 2007: 111-119). 

Given this emphasis by the Baltic States on the relationship with Russia, the 

question arises as to what kind of security the EU has offered? To what extent the 

reality of EU membership has lived up to the expectations of enhanced security 

that the Baltic States themselves had put up while being candidates? Much as they 

would like to, the Baltic States can not escape the reality that they are small states 

bordering, Russia, and thus have a strong interest in economic interaction and 

stable, cooperative relations. How have they been able to square these potentially 

conflicting demands of security and integration? And what lessons can be drawn 

from their experiences since 2004? Nilsen, 2007: 111-119). 
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The answers to these questions depend not just on the Baltic states and Russia 

alone, the relationship between the Baltic states and Russia must be seen in the 

context of the wider EU-Russia relationship, which in itself is mostly far from 

unproblematic. EU-Russia relations only extend back to 1989, as the USSR did 

not engage directly with the EC before that time, preferring to take a strictly 

bilateral approach to individual EC member states. In 1994 a Partnership and 

Cooperation Agreement (PCA) was signed between the European Union and the 

Russian Federation. The relationship was further upgraded in 2003 as part of the 

EU's Wider Europe initiative, which the following year led to the introduction of 

the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP). 

According to the European Commission (2007a) the aim of the new mode of 

cooperation is to build a genuine strategic partnership, founded on common 

interests and shared values to which both sides are committed, in particular 

democracy, human rights, the rule of Jaw, and market economy principles. 

Russia's economic relations with the Baltic States had been increasingly affected 

by the latter's ambition to become members of the European Union. Already in 

1994 the Baltic States concluded a free trade agreement with the EU. They 

intensified their efforts for EU membership when they were not included in the 

first wave of NATO enlargement in 1997, but the two processes were seen as 

complementary. Most West European states are members of both organizations. 

In 1998--99, first Estonia, then Latvia and Lithuania opened membership 

negotiations with the EU, and the countries began a veritable race in fulfilling the 

conditions laid down in the acqu.is communautaire. Their negotiations were to be 

completed in 2002, and the accession is expected to take place two years later. 

They also backed the EU's evolving Common Foreign and Security Policy 

(CFSP), the creation of an EU rapid reaction force and other key political 

decisions (Herd and Huang, 2001: 15). Step by step they adapted their legal 
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systems to European standards, for instance with regard to human rights and 

minority issues, taxation and crime prevention. 

The EU is crucial for Russian business, which IS also highly interested in 

competing in the Baltics. For Russia the Baltic Sea is the only sea where it can 

access transit routes and where it wants to be as independent as possible. The 

Nord Stream project reflects this and also shows that Russia views Germany as its 

main partner in the region, while relations between Russia and the three Baltic 

countries are likely to continue to fluctuate between a "cold warrior" image and 

cooperation. It was debated whether the three Baltic States continue to need 

Russia as "the other" for their identities. Despite these difficulties, strategic 

cooperation with the EU remains Russia's only current perspective for 

modernization. Russia also has great interest in economic integration and 

competition with European business in the Caspian Sea region (Lejins and 

Rompczyk, 2008: 4). 

Russian officials also expressed concern about Baltic reorientation of trade from 

Russia to the unified EU market, or more justifiably, a reinforcement of this trend. 

Russia might lose potential investments due to the higher attractiveness of the 

new members. Most importantly, Russia was concerned that the introduction of 

EU standards and regulations with regard to quality, environment, means of 

transport, among others, in the new member states would amount to a de facto ban 

on some Russian exports and contribute to turning their trade West. Russian 

transit traffic might be affected, too. Russia was calculated to have lost USD 350 

million a year after Sweden, Finland and Austria joined the EU in 1995 (Moshes, 

2001: 64). 

Another serious problem to Russia was the risk that the Baltic imposition of visas 

on non-members threatened to restrict Russian travel to and trade with the Baltic 

States. Thus in 2000--2001 Estonia and Latvia extended visa requirements to the 
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border populations in Russia, who had been exempted before (Moshes, 2001: 64) 

Russian benefits from Baltic EU membership: 

Russia had for years recommended EU membership as an alternative to NATO 

membership for the Baltic states, since the EU was viewed as a European 

organization mainly concerned with economic matters as opposed to NATO 

which was seen a military organization dominated by the United States. Russian 

leaders therefore did not oppose the EU CSDP or the creation of an EU military 

force and even talked about a strategic partnership with the EU (Oanilov, 

2000: 16). 

As shown above Russia noted that the move towards EU (and NATO) 

membership induced Estonia and Latvia to amend citizenship and language 

legislation for the Russian-speaking inhabitants to conform to international 

standards in a way that Russian criticism and pressure failed to do. 

Other important factor, Russia gave priority to economic development; the EU 

states became its most important trading partners, accounting for up to 40 per cent 

of Russian foreign trade. Two thirds of Russian exports, which rose quickly in 

200 I, consisted of oil and gas. By contrast, the EU states were not so dependent 

on Russia, receiving only 16 per cent of oil imports and 19 per cent of gas imports 

from there (Handelsblatt and Wall Streat Journal 29 May 2002). 

Thus, even if Russia itself did not aspire to EU membership, it strove to develop 

as close relations as possible, which seemingly was popular among the 

population. Russia signed a Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) with 

the EU in 1994, formulated a medium-term strategy for developing relations in 

1999 in response to the EU Common Strategy on Russia, and contacts and co

operation on all levels intensified. A Joint Declaration with the EU in 2000 spoke 
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in favour of boosting exchanges between the parties as well as between Russia 

and the candidate countries (Moshes, 2002: 312). 

A year later the EU and Russia created a common working group that aimed to 

develop a concept for a common European economic space within five years. In 

May 2002 the EU recognised Russia as a market economy, which paved the way 

for an early entry into the WTO. In return Russia promised to fulfil the remaining 

conditions such as liberalising its domestic energy market. The Italian Prime 

Minister Silvio Berlusconi even called on the EU to accept Russia as a member 

state (Tagesspiegel, 2002). 

A final reason for Russia to accept the Baltic states joining the EU was that this 

did not greatly affect and might indeed promote Russia's main recent ambition 

vis-a-vis the EU, namely to establish an energy partnership with Europe and 

become its main provider of Oil and gas. When visiting Germany, Russia's main 

customer, President Putin noted critically that EU states were not permitting more 

than 30 per cent of power supply from a non-member, adding that at Russia's 

borders, gas was four times cheaper than in Western Europe. Hopes were 

expressed that Russia would meet 70 per cent of the EU's need of energy in 2020. 

As mentioned above, Russia is already building pipelines from its fields in Siberia 

and northern Russia in the western direction, and an agreement has been reached 

concerning a new gas pipeline across Poland. European oil companies have 

showed an increased interest in making investments in Russia, due to its recent 

legal and Fiscal reforms and improving economic performance since I 999 

(Tagesspiegel, 2002). 

To realise such an energy partnership, Russia could also rely upon existing 

pipelines and other means of transport in the Baltic states, though preferably at 

lower prices. Even if the Baltic states become EU members, they will remain 

dependent on Russian energy, and a lot of investments has been spent on 
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improving the infrastructure for Russian transit. The future closure of the Ignalina 

nuclear power station offers Russia the opportunity of expanding its energy 

exports to Lithuania. 

In order to cover the electricity needs in Kaliningrad Russia decided to build a 

huge gas-firing power plant fed from pipelines through Lithuania, and offers were 

in this context made to export electricity from this source to neighbouring 

countries, including Sweden. Poland was said to have shown some interest in 

investing in this project. Russian energy companies were more interested in 

export at world market prices than helping the Russian state to subsidise 

Kaliningrad (Tagesspiegel, 2002). 

Security Concepts of the Baltic States: 

Until 1995, the Latvian Defense Systems Concept stressed the presence of armed 

occupation forces and anti state groupings, foreign intelligence, organized crime, 

economic instability, and the demographic situation as major threats to its security 

lt is interesting to note that both this concept as well as later versions did not 

assume an imminent military threat to Latvia. Once the Russian troops withdrew, 

Latvia's security policy diversified in four important ways: security is understood 

to be an inclusive concept, not just military defense; potential domestic sources of 

insecurity are openly recognized; national and regional security are seen as 

interdependent; and any barrier to Euro-Atlantic integration is treated as a security 

threat (Ozolina, 1996: 41 ). 

On 7 April 1995, Latvia's parliament adopted a Foreign Policy Concept and on 12 

June 1995, the cabinet of ministers accepted the National Security Concept. Apart 

from expressing the desire to fully integrate into the EU and NATO, the security 

concept admitted that there was no direct military threat to the country. The main 

threats w~re seen in acts against independence and the democratic system; acts to 
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make Latvia politically, economically or otherwise dependent on another country; 

to hamper Euro-Atlantic integration; to prevent the integration of various social 

and ethnic groups into one nation; and to hinder the increase of defense 

capabilities (Ozolina, 1999: 27). 

It is remarkable that the capacity to integrate different ethnic groups into one 

nation was seen as a key element of national security in 1997, Latvia's cabinet of 

ministers adopted another version of the National Security Concept This declared: 

"A threat to one of the Baltic nations is a threat to all three". For the first time, the 

concept outlined an implementation mechanism by assigning planning authority 

to the National Security Council and foreseeing institutionalized crisis 

management, including consultation mechanisms with NATO, the EU, the WEU, 

the OSCE and the UN. The security concept covers domestic, regional, and 

international security simultaneously: it addresses social and ethnic integration, 

fighting crime, border control, and ecological disasters. The civil defense system 

as part of the overall defense system is assigned to protect civilians and the 

national economy as well as to assist in the event of environmental emergencies 

(Ulman is, 1996: 1-1 2). 

The Estonian National Security Concept, adopted by parliament on 6 March 200 I, 

defines security in an all-encompassing manner. It states that "the danger of wide

ranging military conflict has dropped sharply" and that the "region as a whole 

remains stable". It is acknowledged that Russia has reduced its forces stationed in 

Estonia's vicinity. The concept emphasizes the positive impact of the 

Intergovernmental Commission formed with Russia in 1998, as well as 

cooperation between Estonian and Russian border guards, customs and police 

authorities, and in the field of environmental protection. Furthermore, the security 

concept recognizes the positive impact of exchanges of military information with 

Russia in accordance with the OSCE Vienna Document of 1999 and defense 
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cooperation with Russia within the framework of the Partnership for Peace (PfP). 

Security is treated as "indivisible" and its prime mechanism is seen in 

organizational cooperation, including collective defense, international 

peacekeeping operations, arms control and Confidence-Building Measures 

(CSBM) (www.vm.ee/eng/policy/security/index.atm.). With respect to minorities, 

the Estonian security concept departs from the original idea of ethicized 

citizenship by aiming at "a balanced and democratically multicultural society" 

and "creating conditions for maintaining ethnic differences, based on the 

recognition of the cultural rights of ethnic minorities". The Estonian defense 

system is assigned to provide military defense capability, participate m an 

international security system and build up crisis management mechanisms. 

The Lithuanian National Security Strategy of December 1996 (amended in June 

1998) resembles the Estonian security concept. While sharing the goal of Euro

Atlantic integration, it focuses on domestic sources of security, stressing "stable 

economic and social development" and "political stability". With respect to 

Russians, it simply states that Lithuania does not have any ethnic minority 

problems or external territorial disputes (www.kam.lt./baltalpatt III J.html). 

Lithuania's Basics of National Security identify as the mam potential threats, 

among others, political pressure and dictate, discriminatory international 

agreements, threatening military capabilities close to its borders, spying and 

subversion, interference in domestic affairs, economic pressure, and international 

cnme. 

Despite the heavy rhetoric on security problems emanating from Russia, prudent 

Baltic politicians acknowledge that the most vital security issues lie in homemade 

deficiencies, such as weak political parties, corruption, organized crime, and inter

ethnic tensions Looking at the changing threat perceptions, one can discern a clear 
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shift away from threats emanating from Russia towards threats created by socio

economic instability and the impact of globalization. Yet, the Baltic States' 

security policy is still over-determined by the desire for "security guarantees" and 

NATO membership, mostly at the expense of regional security cooperation. 

Aivars Stranga already concluded in 1997 that, the Baltic states must devote 

much greater attention to the non-traditional and non-canonical threats which they 

face (economic, social protection, etc.); it is these threats that are currently the 

most significant, and if they are not dealt with, Baltic movement towards Western 

European institutions will be impossible (Stranga, 1997: 44). 

Border Issue: 

All Baltic States have borders with Russia. After ten years smce their 

declaration of independence only Lithuania has signed a border treaty with 

Russia ( 1997), though it is still not ratified by Russia (Lithuania ratified it in 

1999). Border disputes between Russia and Estonia and between Russia and 

Latvia began immediately after their declaration of independence, as we 

discussed previous chapter. 

Estonia in November 1996 and Latvia in February 1997 gave up their demands 

for the inclusion of reference to the 1920 peace treaties in border agreements with 

Russia. Since 1997 it was agreed by foreign ministers of Latvia and Russia that 

the border agreement was ready for signing. The Estonian-Russian border 

negotiations were concluded on March, 1999 and now also formally ready to be 

signed, yet by 2001 they are still not signed. Undoubtedly, the drawn out story of 

border agreements is partly due to Baltic states' endeavor of joining the NATO. 

Even if this was a reason for the abandonment of their territorial claims against 

Russia, this was also an excuse for Russia's delay in signing and ratifying border 

agreements and thus creating an obstacle (beside the minorities' problem) to their 

membership in NATO (Stranga, 1997: 44). 
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Lithuania has no border disputes with Russia at the official level. The interwar 

Lithuania did not border Russia at all, and contemporary Lithuania has no 

common border with mainland Russia. But it has a long border, 247 km long, 

with the Russian enclave - the Kaliningrad region. The region is an enclave of 

15,100 sq. km with a population of some 930,000 (Berryman, 1997: 113). It is 

the northern half of the pre-war German province of East Prussia with the center 

in Konigsberg. The legal framework of Russian transit via Lithuania is based on 

bilateral agreements. The railway and airborne military transit is regulated by a 

temporary agreement which is prolonged each year. 

Estonia and Latvia concluded an Agreement on the Re-establishment of the 

State Border in 1992. The agreement re-confirmed their land border. However, 

the sea border agreement was signed only in 1996. This delay was related to the 

conflict of interests over commercial fishing rights. The problem was solved in 

1997 by signing a separate agreement on fishing rights. 

Even more prolonged was the signing of the sea border agreement between 

Latvia and Lithuania (the land border agreement was signed in 1993 and was 

put in force in 1995). It was signed only in 1999, and it is still not ratified by 

Latvia's Parliament. Just as in Estonian-Latvian case, the sea border dispute is 

related to the conflicting economic interests: oil and fishing rights. The heart of 

the matter is that in the disputed area of the Baltic Sea shelf there is a promising 

oil deposit claimed by both Latvia and Lithuania. Latvia started negotiations 

with foreign companies on the exploration and possible exploitation of the 

deposit. 

In Lithuania this was perceived as injurious to her econom1c and political 

interests. The positive turn in the negotiations was reached when the legal and 

the economic aspects of the issue were separated. This, in turn, was influenced 

by the EU requirement making membership in EU conditional on signing of a 
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treaty on border delimitation. Nevertheless, in the words of Latvia's President 

Vaire Vyke-Freiberga, the ratification of the treaty is being delayed by Latvia 

because of the "concern for the preservation of traditional fishing areas. 

On 24 October 1997, Lithuania and Russia signed the Treaty on the State Border, 

with the Treaty on the Delimitation of the Exclusive Economic Zone and 

Continental Shelf in the Baltic Sea added to it. The Lithuanian Parliament ratified 

the treaties on 19 October 1999, the Russian Parliament on 21 May 2003. 

After the break up of the Soviet Union, the Kaliningrad region became an 

isolated Russian oblast, separated from the motherland by Lithuania and 

Belarus. The region has not lost its strategic importance, since the ice-free 

harbour of Baltiysk houses Russia's Baltic Fleet (in 1956, the headquarters of 

the Baltic Sea Fleet was moved from Leningrad to Kaliningrad). In the ten 

years of independence there have been considerable changes in the treatment of 

the Kaliningrad problem in Lithuania- from the view of it as a direct threat to 

Lithuania's security to the view that it is a common problem of the Baltic Sea 

region, to the solution of which Lithuania might contribute a great deal. These 

changes are undoubtedly related to Lithuania's integration with the West. 

The Baltic States, especially neighboring Lithuania, perceived the concentration 

of tens of thousands of Russian troops on this relatively small territory as a 

potential security threat. NATO enlargement, first with Poland (1999) and finally 

with the Baltic States themselves (2004), gradually diminished this feeling. 

However, instability might occur in the future - Kaliningrad is facing numerous 

social-economic and environmental problems. For the time being, the issue is no 

longer a dominating factor in Baltic- Russian relations. 

In spite of the complex problems described above, the practical cooperation 

between Russia and the Baltic states takes place in a more or less normal way. 
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Even serious open questions like the absence of an officially recognized border do 

not have too negative an impact on the actual connections between Russia and the 

Baltic states, or on the policies of the European Union. 

The question of the boundaries of Estonia and Latvia, and that the border issues 

between the parties are, at least formally, still unresolved. During the prolonged 

history of these border disputes, neither the EU nor NATO has actively interfered 

in the contretemps, nor did the absence of a ratified treaty not prevent the 

accession of Estonia and Latvia to the EU and NATO in 2004. 

Furthered strengthening of relations with all European Partner and with US and 

Canada is had support to Baltic-States. The USA geopolitical position combined 

with its capabilities make a counter balancing effect in the Baltic Sea region. It 

has been a backbone of politico-military support for the Baltic Countries. Even 

since the Cold War (even during, as it was seen in the non recognition of Baltic 

incorporation policy) and continues to play this role. The USA commitment is a 

strong reminder that the region is a integral part of an Euro-Atlantic context. USA 

engagement in the region is characterize by the north European initiative. 

The Charter of Partnership between USA and republics of Baltic stgn m 

Washington DC in January 16, 1998, establishes the institutional framework that 

promotes the furtherance of bilateral and multilateral cooperation. The Charter 

underscored a common goal of the partners to work together in enhancing the 

security of all the states through the integration of Baltic Countries into the 

European and Trans-Atlantic security, political and economic institutions. The US 

Baltic partnership charter states that USA real profound and enduring interest in 

the independence and security of the three countries and further EU and NATO 

Baltic security cooperation a way ahead. 
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The Baltic States' accession to the European Union and to NATO will open new 

possibilities for a positive rather than a negative background for resolving the 

differences between Moscow and the Baltic capitals. The political fight for 

geopolitical affiliation of the Baltic States should not be seen as a loss to Russia 

and a victory for the western countries. On the contrary, the Baltic States, which 

have been, left to their fate all through their history, are about to become part of 

an area producing stability and welfare. 

Indeed, enlargement of NATO and the European Union to the east coast of the 

Baltic Sea gives a strong impulse for stability in that region. The Baltic States 

that, because of their geopolitical location, have always been a buffer between the 

Western countries and Russia can finally abandon the status of buffer countries. 

By removal of that geopolitical dimension, the economic attraction of the region 

will undoubtedly increase. It is hoped that will be the determining factor in 

overcoming the prejudiced behavior models that have prevailed since the collapse 

of the Soviet empire. 
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CHAPTER-4 

Conclusion 

The study in the previous chapters shows that Russian policy towards the Baltic 

States since 1991 has been quite contradictory and unstable. It was changeable 

time to time. In other words, officials have adopted a pragmatic and realistic 

approach in their views. They have contradicted each other and changed their 

views with the situation accordingly. The policy towards the Baltic States varied 

with the two prominent fractions within the Russian policy makers. On the one 

hand, Russian nationalists and military officers pressed for a tough, 

confrontational stance regarding the Baltic States, while on the other hand, 

liberals-economists had preferred a more cooperative line. The later were 

necessarily Western-oriented. Another idea was also popular that the population 

and politicians in Kaliningrad were particularly interested in maintaining and 

improving the economic contacts with the neighbouring states. 

On the official level, it was okay that president Yeltsin generally had avoided 

extreme statements on the Baltic States, but he never visited any Baltic state after 

independence. Later, President Putin adopted unambiguous policy, which was 

more cooperative in line with his pro-Western policy. In a phenomenal approach, 

he took the initiative of signalling reluctant acceptance of Baltic NATO 

membership. In other words, he managed eventually to reach a compromise with 

the EU concerning the difficult Kaliningrad transit visa issue. 

There are some key problems in Russian-Baltic relations smce 1991, i. e. 

disparity of powers. In other words, mutual dilemmas, fears and conflicts have 

been continuous perspectives. Russia is the largest state in Europe with about 145 

million inhabitants, on the one hand, while on the other its neighbouring states, all 

together only have about seven million inhabitants. Overestimating its power, 

Russia thus often used pressure tactics and threats against the Baltic States. The 
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latter have been very wary of Russia's intentions. These states cumulatively only 

have limited power to contradict their say against Russia. 

Summarising the development of Russian-Baltic relations since independence, 

several stages can be discerned. The early 1990s were characterised by Russian 

pressure and threats, using the presence of troops, the Russian-speaking 

inhabitants maintained their supremacy over the Baltic region. They seem to be 

dependent over the Russian for every say, in some extent. The Baltic States 

strongly opposed Russian policy and called for support from the West. Estonia 

and Latvia raised border claims on Russia and did not yield concerning the 

Russian-speaking population. After the Russian troops were withdrawn in 1993-

94 the Baltic countries became more cooperative with Russia and Russia vice

versa. 

Until 1995, Russia's foreign policy attacked Estonia and Latvia for violating 

human rights and for not integrating the Russian population. In the winter of 

1997/98, Russian diplomacy once again raised the issue of the discrimination of 

the Russian minorities in Estonia and Latvia. As ethnic tension grew in Latvia, the 

Russian government adopted economic measures by diverting oil exports usually 

shipped through the Latvian port of Ventspils. Nevertheless, the early stage of the 

Russian-Baltic "cold war" over the treatment of the Russian minority is largely 

over. Given the timing and inconsistency of Russia's reaction to the minority 

issue, the prospect of the Baltic States' accession to NATO and Russia's domestic 

policies seem to be interlocked 

Economically, the phase of transition occurred within the region and the Baltic 

States carried out market economic reforms and oriented their foreign trade to the 

West. Their transformations from Soviet block to the market economy were 

successful and Western countries supported massively their endeavours. Also 

Russia increased trade with Europe and became quite dependent on energy export 
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through the Baltic States. Thus, the relations between Russia and Baltic states 

seem to be cooperative in some extent. But on the economic front, Russia didn't 

attain more success, although it resulted in the August 1998 breakdown. 

Baltic States not only traced the market-economy model, rather they were 

interested to join the Western arrangements. Before the NATO decision on eastern 

enlargement in 1997, the Baltic States made great efforts to meet membership 

conditions, which also meant that they shelved border claims on Russia. At the 

same time they also had adjusted their minority policy to international standards. 

Russia replied with new pressure but also launched alternative security proposals, 

such as advocating EU membership. Russia was relieved when the Baltic States 

were not admitted into NATO in the first wave, but the Baltic States did not give 

up their ambition and continued to integrate with NATO structures. In 1998 the 

tension increased as Russia started a political campaign against Latvia, and in the 

following year Russia and the Baltic states took opposite views concerning 

NATO's military intervention against Yugoslavia. 

In the beginning of twenty-first century, Russia has embraced more practical 

approach towards the geo-politics. In 2000 Russia under its new President Putin 

started to mend fences with NATO, and when the NATO in 2001 seemed 

increasingly determined to admit the Baltic States, the Russian leadership not in 

favour of this enlargement. Russia supported the US-led war on international 

terrorism and the intervention in Afghanistan in the fact of 11 September 20 II. 

Russia saw such developments linked to its' own war against terrorism, 

extremism and separatism for example in Chechnya. In May 2002 Russia became 

an equal member of the NATO-Russian Council aimed at fighting terrorism and 

other common threats like drug-trafficking and growing extremism in the region. 

This could be seen as a compensation for Russia, saving its prestige as a great 

power. When the Baltic States in November 2002 were invited to become NATO 

members, Russia reluctantly accepted it. The development reminded strongly of 
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NATO's first enlargement in 1997, when Poland was invited, but this time the 

scenario was different because some common interests of both Russia and NATO 

were stronger at this juncture. 

Russia accepted and even recommended Baltics EU membership, because it was 

long seen as an alternative to NATO membership. After the August 1998 crisis, 

economic recovery became a priority in Russian foreign policy, and President 

Putin intensified Russia's own cooperation with the EU. This was more in the 

energy sector. Even in such condition also, Russia never legitimised the EU 

enlargements notably, with regard to transit across Lithuania to Kaliningrad, 

which Putin made a test of the relations, that problem was solved by a 

compromise before the Baltic States were invited to join the EU. 

International relations always have been taken place by the geo-politics played by 

the states. This cursory summary of the development of the Russian-Baltic states 

to a high degree, since the early 1990s shows that it has been influenced by the 

international context and third parties. Further, the relations have gradually moved 

from mutual estrangement and hostility in the early 1990s to a more respectful 

dialogue and accommodation in the last few years. 

Western attention towards the Baltic States provides a permanent constraining 

influence on Russian decision-making. Western influence is very important in the 

evaluation of overall circumstances of policy-making: it establishes a second 

dimension, a triangular pattern. The West regards the Baltic region in different 

terms from the rest of the former Soviet empire because of their historical and 

cultural ties to Central and Northern Europe, and because their forced 

incorporation into the Soviet Union was never officially recognized by most 

Western countries. 
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The importance the West attaches to the Baltic States was evident from the time 

of the troop withdrawal negotiations, when it was made clear by different states 

and multinational organizations that Russian military presence in the sovereign 

Baltic region was unacceptable. It can be maintained that the international aspect 

constrains Russia from taking harsh or violent action against the Baltics for fear 

of the West cutting its links with it in retaliation. International pressures and 

dependency on the West restrict action against the Baltic States. Even ifthe West 

does not support Baltic entry into NATO or does not always side with them, this 

does not take away from the conclusion that they have extended special care and 

support to the region. This is exemplified by the comparison to the CIS states. 

Russia wants to protect its security interests in the Baltic region, but is aware that 

it must not risk ruining relations with the West by conducting a forceful policy 

towards the Baltic States. This situation presents Russian decision-makers with a 

"Baltic dilemma": the more coercion Russia uses to enhance its security in the 

Baltic region, the more negative reactions it gets from the international 

community, further jeopardizing its security. Both security-related questions of 

Russian-Baltic relations - troop withdrawal and NATO expansion - have 

demonstrated this dilemma in Russian policy. 

Despite the fact that the main priority of the West is to support the Baltic States, a 

level of reciprocity exists concerning the use of international pressure between the 

two sides. Significantly, the international context has made both sides aware of 

limitations in their dealings with each other as states in the exposure of the 

international arena. In the period in question, the rules of the game were being 

laid out through Russian attempts to define the limits of its new role as the big 

neighbor state. 
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Another conclusion from this study could be concluded that Russian policy 

towards the Baltic States has common features, while various Baltic States also 

have common interests in striving away from Russia towards NATO and EU 

membership. However, they also have specific identities and some divergent or 

competing interests, which Russia can exploit. 

Comparing the states, Russian all relations with Lithuania been positive than with 

the other states, although there is a crucial fact that Lithuania was the leader 

among the Baltic nations in breaking up the Soviet Union and seeking NATO 

membership. It was Lithuania, from where Russia pulled out its troops first, 

signed a border treaty and has more political exchange with it. The explanation 

for this development was that Lithuania at an early stage solved the citizenship 

question, which had satisfied the Russian aspirations, and also its moderate leftist 

governments proved cooperative with respect to Kaliningrad. 

Another aspect was important in softening the relations that Russia needed 

transit, and Lithuania also long remained relatively dependent on trade with 

Russia. In a contradictory manner Russian relations with Latvia have on the 

whole been tenser than with the other neighbours. This may largely be attributed 

to the fact that Latvia has the largest Russian-speaking population and the strictest 

citizenship and language legislation. At the early stage of its independence, Latvia 

made border claims on Russia, too. Russian officials and state-dominated 

companies were too big to had edge over and tried to use Latvia's dependency on 

oil transit for political ends or, lately, in order to take over economic assets. On 

the other hand Russia and the Russian minority in Latvia were also dependent on 

and profited from this transit. 

The Russian relations with Estonia was same as with Latvia, for instance in 1993, 

the reasons were the same. However, Estonia was most successful in switching its 
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trade away from Russia and carrying out economic reforms, but the other side of 

this development was that it offered good conditions for Russian business. But 

Estonian national policy was not much harder as was with Latvia. It was little 

softer than the Latvian one. In 2002 Estonia took steps to improve relations with 

Russia, and Russia also responded positively. 

In order to see Russian relations with the Baltic States in a wider perspective, the 

need is to make the study larger. It should be also to see in other ex-Soviet 

regions, such as the Caucasian and Central Asian region. It is quite obvious that 

Russia has acted cautiously in the Baltic area. It was so because the region is 

strategically situated between Russia and its former main enemy NATO, but it has 

been quite stable by comparison. The Baltic States are democratic in nature and 

develop rapidly unlike Russia's southern neighbours. In a phenomenal 

occurrence, there have been no wars among the Baltic States over borders or 

resources. Neither civil wars nor violent clashes between ethnic groups could be 

seen in the Baltic, whereas in the southern neighbour states these troubles were in 

existence. Russia have sees separatism and Muslim fundamentalism in the south 

as the main threats to its security and has therefore intervened militarily there, 

whereas it must acknowledge that the Baltic Sea region is prosperous and invites 

peaceful Russian participation. 

Looking finally to the future, Baltic's EU and NATO membership may serve to 

help Russia to overcome residual imposing inclination towards these small 

neighbours and to stake on peaceful ties with them. Many people in Russia have 

personal, cultural and commercial affiliations in the Baltic States. However, 

Russia's existing economic influence on the Baltic region in the energy sector and 

also the minority problems in Estonia and Latvia will surely continue to tempt 

Russian actors to exercise pressure. 
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As for the Baltic states, they find that NATO and EU memberships will not only 

promote their economic development and European identity, rather they can also 

feel more secure from Russian pressure and develop ties with Russia that are 

profitable to them. Therefore, the region wants mutual relations with Russia. 

Many Baits know Russia well and speak Russian. The Russian-speaking 

populations, especially people engaged in business, tend to be more EU-centric 

(Euro Russians) than the titular nations, at the same time as many have old 

contacts in CIS states. The Baltic States can thus become some kind of a bridge 

between Europe and Russia and contribute to integrating Russia into Europe. 

The Baltic countries also have strong interests in promoting European unity and 

progress. NATO and the EU can benefit from the Baltic States' unique 

experiences of state building and democratisation, since these notions are integral 

principles of these organisations. The latter will automatically draw the attention 

of the other NATO and EU states to the problems and opportunities of the Baltic 

Sea region. Even if the states will require structural support from the EU for 

several years, their needs will not be as big a burden as, for example, those of 

Poland. 

However, the fact that the Baltic States will have external EU borders on Russia 

and Belarus is likely to make them more exposed to the influx of refugees and 

job-seekers from these countries and Asia. These geographical locations are as a 

heavy responsibility for the Baltic States, but at the same time, this is providing a 

chance to EU to seek agreements with Russia. 

Concerning the effects on third states, Baltic-NATO accession will clearly 

increase the security of non-allied Sweden from any future Russian threats by 

creating a shield stretching all along the Baltic coast except the Kaliningrad 
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region. Finland will also probably gain security from the extension of NATO to 

the Gulf of Finland. This could be take place only after the Russian interests, if it 

tries to encroach the Finnish borders. In both Sweden and Finland the pressure to 

follow suit and join NATO is likely to grow, as NATO more and more transforms 

into an all-European, political organisation, in which also Russia has a role. True, 

steadfast supporters of the traditional Swedish policy of neutrality could retort 

that it would be unnecessary to follow the Baltic examples, since the country like 

another Switzerland would be safely embedded by NATO states, and current US 

foreign policy may be used as an argument against NATO. 

Finally, NATO and EU enlargement to the Baltic States may have some impact on 

Belarus. Belarus and Russia share a union relationship with each-other. The 

Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenka has opposed NATO and its 

enlargement more strongly than Russia, and his relations with the EU are also 

bad. His regime remains authoritarian and repressive, and the economy is still 

state-planned in the old Soviet way and dependent on Russian subsidies. Belarus 

is therefore a growing burden on Russia, if it aspires to be a Western-oriented 

market economy and democracy. If Belarus gets more integrated in cooperation 

with NATO and the EU, the repercussions may therefore be a more pressure on 

Belarus in the future and from the Russian side. 

The "return of the Baltic states" to the Euro-Atlantic international community and 

the implementation of their foreign policies have been primarily channeled 

through existing institutions. Membership in NATO and the EU has remained the 

main foreign policy goals of the three states and gradual deepening of cooperation 

with these institutions has already proved to exert a positive impact on security 

and stability of the Baltic countries. Besides providing with economic benefits of 

market integration and economic opening, strengthening of democratic 

institutions as well as reducing uncertainties and fostering the habits of 
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cooperation, gradual integration of the Baltic states into the EU and to some 

extent into NATO has provided a new forum for dealing with Russia and thereby 

reducing bargaining power asymmetries. 

In short, the Baltic States' accession to NATO and the EU will on the whole have 

beneficial impacts both on the states involved and their neighbours. Thus, this 

could be a transformation of the security landscape around the Baltic Sea. 

There is a possible imagination that the Baltic-Russia tensions are likely to 

disappear in the coming years. The Baltic States will be more favorably inclined 

towards Russia in the near future. While their membership of EU and NATO gave 

structural powers, at the same time it also worsened their relations with Russia 

and other former Soviet Union states. The Baltic States now understand that bitter 

relations with Russia could put them in an unfavorable position. Therefore, they 

now understand that building good relations with Moscow on the condition that 

the latter would woo their historical grievances is a naYve approach. Tallinn, 

Vilnius and Riga are now concentrating more on coming to term with their 

everyday pressing issues with Russia, like its grip over their energy sector and 

trade and economic linkages. 

In the Baltic States approach towards Russia and other former Soviet neighbors 

are changing. They have permitted Russia to own significant stakes in their 

domestic energy systems, including the pipeline networks. These states are now 

trying to be flexible with EU about their relations with Russia. They are trying to 

concentrate in general, not specifically with both the sides. Although Russia looks 

energy as a playing tool to bring back its influence in these states and protect the 

rights of ethnic Russians living there. But apart from this, some new diplomatic 

tools are coming out of the process, namely pipeline and energy diplomacy. In 

other words, economic perspectives are fostering the cooperative methods 111 
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normalizing the relations for both Baltic and Russia. The current situation and 

perspectives are indicating that Russia-Baltic relations would be more cordial in 

the coming future. Hopes, in general prevail in the region that the fears and 

instabilities of the transition period would not come for any more. 
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::'!!.ton Y!l!:t r.cn!'l1kta a\:.ue~;lif'!::~~~'l~ r.ur l!e:t: 'lf~g! rn~1!.~· 

Arf.1ktl 11. 

k!" gogcu:~~r\1ge ·:ertrns !"1'1%'\1. aut dit :l:-.uo: T.:n lD 

o~,;:.e:- dtr ":sr~,:ogoobl1oJeondon tQile ibn oi.n ;at:- .. ~: 

lac.! d!oocr P'rlot ~14\• ~1o tn~or tor t71rknnt.!:)S.~ 

diooo Vortr!llgoo o.u\«::'ltiooh fQr wo1tore tUAt J"-hr2 al J 

verlGDSQrt g11to 
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.Utlhol VII~ 

»ox- ao~rtaao Tort:as oo11 J.nnt=-~r.ln a.~ll":'~ 1t 

kC~:' Vzo1o\ roti!S.nlori ooKOllo D1e Dt~'1btic::~~:lt.te .. !c.n 

ocllon 1D Do rUn Ot1040tnu.aoh' ro:tono !)or io.rt:."lG t:1 t t 

a~t'on c1 t oolnor 11atol'Bo1ohnUDB !Is if'\tto 

~uogctoztlG' 1ll toprol tar Vfoohl'i!t t 1.n deutort:or 

ur.4 ~soioo~or 3Jrooto. 

F110019 
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.... "" • - & 

.: ...... ._ i ._""(..A..J;\.C'<..C.(~ 

a.c.-~ 

~.rt ~~SSR: 

Mu$;7--

F11D050 

n:to~!chn· ic .. u~ ':'1'\Cl::& ~~!• ~co dn• A't:c!~!'l&.~ der 

~1dctl'.'l~H1~n tnto~r.1e~:~:;!:.':rec 1n OetoUM~ o~rh~. 

lH.ft::~o A"l.urrco'ho J'ltt\ ru 1'c!..;r::Gt'::.l irt;f'bn1o ~:\2-.rt: 

l. r.!r ..itoc f\it 'll o1ne :- tvrrlto:-1al-l'O 11. ~h.:-~ ..,fl ~ .. 

('.Hit"l ~u.-go ~f; ,C':, r.::: hr. b"l tl~O~t!':'l StAll t"::l ( 71nr.!~~tn~ • 

lntoroscor.:urhll'ro:l to~t:e.hlJI:~o -:.::d dor w -.:a. JS!.erte 1 

cl :"I! ~~..., Inttuoco 1.1 ~~8%:2 lUll :'f1l.;lflor Oob1ot ':)dt.o r-
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7.p&BIT~~~TJO OCCP ~ 
~p85Q~·~CTBO r'PM8R~I 

'PJJCOB.)Jt~we :OUl'flltm Y!C!"fi:'t."tMIUI .ne.1n Ut!Yi ~~e~:n:y CCCP ~ 

:ep.mnntt!l'l n ~tcxo)UI n oeuoama r:o.w.A:e'fflll:! ::orooopa v H~;\rp:~--1'l

:-ere. 3&ume;u:oro tteQ.Y CCC:P ti :'e~um::el: :a anpe.:e 1926 ron. 

11JH1fUJi K e.te.i(JDleM)' cor .ta::e wrn : 

Ctnu 1. 

ooe Jipl'OMPlrMr:a&et.fl Crop;>K)l C~JI~yl)!'CA B03."':~:?;0113'!'bCJI 

xoro Jllllll!'lJl.e!UUI D OTMOIIeHitJl ~)'r ~/!"&, K.all O'l'~e.n:.:ro, UK a 

~co~ee~~o c ~ra.a aepB&teUK. 

CtetM II. 

n c-1:rue. MT.il o_,itHa ... ;.o:,n;ap;~;~. :;I~J:cl'l c··\l~!i ol<lU:Cre.a 

~~~ 1 e!.':Ct.l at>t!!~tiX ..:tt~C rBif CO CtOp(H:S Tpt'':be ~ ~ep.:aaa11, .lij)1twi 

;."':-:!)(l;~:utar:-~"c" Ctopva Ht (5~..:4n ::on...e~li1:'b :;.: a ~ta-Kol 
.-.~He ny ,::ep-.iaey. 

CtanJl ;I. 

:pai»17tUr.t&:i 060J.X ,!l.;lt'Qllo'JJ.~:n:>r -•~-"Ci1 ::-opoH .JC:'U::7TCA 

:J jt;:t)..::er.t 3 KvilTilll!~ :.;;yr c Ai<rro~o~ ;..:A x;:tc,;.;~-:att;ot, v:rolSu 

;: ·' ;u~JtflOP.'l':'h J.f:P'Jf .IIPYr'a u BOi:JIOC$X. :lH.:'p'.t;"f.H<tP.~;,mt 1u ~>CS~t-

F110051 
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( Hlt~A U' • 

iv ;;:;., ' ,,.,i -.~ :·o!Lj:Ua~; 1..:~1 :roiJOl' wr r)Jt(!1 y<utC":'fl0!!51!> 

ll &;!f.C:- ,'tcj;,l! rpjlil:<:p.;;;;xt ;e.afS:~A!l, JC,j-::"CpA~ :tJ!A~.t0 ll.'t:l: l«>~»tN'iJ 

;,a::;n!.ttllll npor;n; ;:p:~ro:\ ct•o;olf:L 

CHtM J. 

:S c~rtae llO:lKIXlSOt~et-Wt cr.opoa mr .. K(}I!~.V:Kt\lll ~1/i!.l<::.Y .:oru-

1!'!pl111tt~aJI C'ToiXIIlBIIil no OOllijlOCAt.< , rtJ 74.;! ;.~Oril po~, o~e 

c:ro;xr!!H tl1}4:f'r t&:~pe:x:au ioTil cr.op<; ;q:; l(()P~.~~R':'S ;1Cr.J!I'tl~\TC::~"o 

!Al!:Pflli\t nrre~;~ .11 IN~e .:l.P}Jt'tT!Ie~l!oro o".t·~ !~- tlUlAi.tll ~.:.ot a 

•;y:,;.wx c.t)"UJU II)'UJI ee3~l!ii;R ltC:Ht~(·c~~ r.o Y?e'J".1iipotlt!!<i:!il KO Ill!-

l:SCTOJWJ!l !tJ).tOIIO;l ll!ll:.':t'q::\t~Jt CJXl1!0~' v, ;::ecn:. Jre't C 1'!!1.:, 

~'1'0 !lOOlCOiUXj' O~M U:l J:.:ttJt.:~;~-: -.;:~.'J:I'il ':\'i'l;:>:--~ HE~ ,.:;I'Pet,:C~ ;;,J'l!T 

ero li!l ro;:: .lO xc~eua~t-> ep:aa. Cf"'K ;~.~l'~-rlH:s> ::.JNs,;;;.c, t"ty:te':' 

-:'l~~t3!11-CII :J!.TOM&TlAI!CI':ll l:!;x!J'..!liHCr: llli :.:e:_yr;:::_~e !)JI':'!> ,1~7. 

CT&Uil :r.r. 
3Bt~.ll::,d JtOI'QIJCP l:i:Ol' .. ~tru":' PlT'PJ! ~::~poM!<il!n 11 :UO:l!iO:IIm lt0-

l»r~>:1~ c;~x. CG11~11 pi!l':~::l!!::!:liOM:t:li~~ r:p1~-~r+/:r. ;;.a.~l'l a:p>uoi!

Tt' :1 f~ ... ll'lf! • .::01'0110!) ~:p:-:.n l'i t::!J:;' ~~evc;;Jlef!'·.;) r.:;.-;;te t!:O 

no;n,mtCIUIU, 

Cocorea.~c il Jili'P oplit'I4H~4U. Hts !ICloltlllCO'~ v. pyccJO:OI~ J\:.1~

~:n R ~~Ci<M. ::)0 ur;n-:~ 1~9 :-.·,:•. 
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up:I llO~m:h• J»XOCOJXI o seaananuu el'.;ly :·e~::i!;n2 

;! :.ODod CO~'fl!:tur:;~: CoztMDernecux :fe<:Hj~.tiiJit trDenc~ttCA'&

::~~ y:lO.tliOIO>i'IOimJie OdQU CTQ}lOH ocSC,i.:.IIIf B C1'J'OI'O KO'~I

,:.~~IIOti Dtpi!IJUfl :r:onpoe o ;:e~!'rl'lii\U(ll e~ep o(lot-~s:r ":'

'l.'o,;¢()!1 1 DllcT0'4BOII bpo:~e. 3to oelcy>t.;ieuxe l·PJitMAO z w:lle

c.r.e;;.yl£l•tl1 poay.r:r.nfJ: 

~- B c~e teppatopaa.u.Ho-ncJtn~et<:H'\'1 ntptJCTpo~e~a..l 

C~»\Ctt~ • .IXO.ltlltU!% t COCDJ! tipli6U'!'1!fCitll l'QCJ.t1J!'CU (W• 

:Jl~;tU, 3ctotm.t. le.'l"BM, .!Jrua). cuapaaJI rpa!ttua Zi~·rll:l o;;:~o

n~!Ulo .JUIAM'l'CJI rpunntd C4ep IUT~fleC4f. ~pt:ei!JIIt it c;.;p. 
?'px 3':'¢111 z:~"!'epeea .!Dn11 no O't£Oiletur~ ~..rer.cKc.: M.Ui!:'tit rl•lll

:llle.r•cn o®tl~;lt C'NJpl'-lUft 

2. 2 ~.artae T•pparopn.t!!M()-nO.liW'!f.1ieeJCO:ro n~pe~etpc;~~c;:;~ 

<;;::a.Jr.Te::l, B:r.OiUIIOII Jl CCittl!D r.oue~toro I"''>eu•pctJa. rpll:DliUl 

r !'fp ~)1\'epiH:o• I'ojlU~T.t n CCCP t<Jl!'t. nprt'l.r~~te.I!>J!O ttJ,.'Om.Z:Iiln 

:":•:> T.iH!ltll! peK tltpeBCi, a.c.tt1 I Case, 

~r:,~X>c. Jii\U!TCJl .u 11 o<kl~:u: •n•:ptea:z z~.-'f'enmnt cc

~?F~~~e • C31llllftJ:e:Oro no.tt.cxcro ft>e1AilP.CTl:ft " xa~row O'J:71' 

l":'.l!J<!J!illi UON t'OCJ,llllptUS. MOXO!' <llltl. OIJ,z!\BftGIIO JIU8Cn01t 

ro.t!l!() 1! ~e~erme J.Ubl'tb»I'O D.l.Qtnocmro J:aamtu. 

1» :IIC.UOJ:I t;.li)"UUt, ucJa r.p!u1'o.!M:n:1 tl}Al"f peas:nt. o~T 

~of'il>Oc a 'D<rp:r...uo APra:te'114:uoro ~l'O COroolbl. 

FiS 18-1 
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... f.At~~«.Ulll rro-:n.;ctt>r.:s l1lro;ori e eoRtttu• tN~'.l!!'i CQ:J.

·;rJ'l!l!~C'!~~ 1\TTOl"t¢ CCC.P l Ef(Zilpil(lt.. C rejNilicr:~~ C'h: ;!0""' 
:n;a:txt'tC~ () U C:OXHOl l:C.Ill~_,.ttt(ll III!JI'UI;.Tt~CO£:i'lltl4(i~tl II 

/l}'fod/<'hl.l~-4i1 :»eal!ll, ~ n:~:ye':"l l$!1 :-tt.a. 

·F/~,~~cP~ 

d4;.~~ 

f19 185 
~3our:E: Jm S;:err~t~Jc [Jf;Jit;.sz j. Teki (L::nd:"": ::Jc;::s> :=~~sear61 Centre~ 1972;! :\l~ ?52-7C,sJ a=, prm.,ded t-y :hE 
Edish ?ore,·~n and Comrnorrnea'~h Office Ubr:.;rf. 
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- Tre£ti)' of Ncna~grmion BetwEen Garnany and the Union c{ So•tet Socialist Repub!k:s and the s~ret Additional 
Proic..::cl, Z1 Augusi \00!1. 

-S~ret AdtLtci!al Prot{l:d cf 2B Se~!emba- 192>9 Amending the Secrel Agreement of 23 Augusl 1939. 

- Gem1an-Smiet 8cundar)' and Fria'fJshiv Treaty •if 28 September lB$2; C(f!~dentia! Pmt<ws C<m:a-ning 
Repatiaticn a,"!d Political Subjugation cl Polarr1; Declar~ion of the Gerrn~n Reich ar.cd th= GotF.mm:-ni of the USSR. 

GERl1~M4 CORRESPONDENCE ON THE ?ACT, C{;TG'BER 1939 

-The Gaman Fore)gn Minist8" Ribbentrop. to the GEm·,"''i Ambas~adcr in Mosc:ow, SclvJiB!1berg. 

-The Ge'man Minister in Kauna: htm"ied cf the Secret ?rotccol; Zechlin Rep<•rts or: Lthuaniar~ R~ction. 
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EO,'TOR'S r-!GTE: The Erq%1>-langua;)'? translations of the Ge:vnan anrl Russian docume:1ts. presented a~ 1aken 
from t~ fullc1~ng se<Jrces wi:h orty slighi adapta:icns: Rayrmmd Janes SO!"'J:ag and James Stuart Beddie_ et!. Nazi
Sa•A'l?t R;;fatiam.: Cocumen."'s fwn the Archive~ of the Ge.rman Foreign Offir::e {Washington, D.C.: Dept oi Stale. 
H4<l-), 76-78. 106-107: P<n.ri R. SwHt et. ai. e::l., Dxumem.s an GMnan Fore.ign Poli::J' 1918-1945: Frcm the 
Aft'bi~es of the Ge.m1an Foreign Minitr!ry. jWashingtm: Dept. oi State .. 1?4g-1QM) .. S~ D, Vd. Ifill (1g54). 1fe< 
Vol. Xi f.1&'.JJ). 105-S. Tr2 t~ d::>:IJmen:S of OctobE'r 1939 ?.'e from the C-eman F~ Oii.ce files, tom 
Cocu~. 1/GJ. VHI, 214-215, 238. Tnese an& othe: O:<:IJments are con'Efliently assemt:f~ in Bronis J. Kasias, ed. 
Trn? USSR-Ge.man .4gg.r,;,;:sicn Ag-,.Jmt Lii!n;alliafNew York: Fb:ltlert Spel~: and Sons. 1973). 

Treaty or Nonaggression Bet.·een Germany and lhe Union of Soviet Socialist RepiJblics 

'il-e Go>"m.'llent oi t~ Genn?.n Reich and tffic G::\enment of the Union of So.iet :=.oc\ali~t Reptbh:s d;;sirou~ of 
strengihening the cause of peace between Gerrnarry and the U.S.S.R .. and pn;c~irg fro:~,, the ftrnda·11enta! 
pra.is iors OJf tffic ('..\eutra!ity A_g:'eeme:~: conciuded in Ap"it 1926 beiween Germany and ;he U.S.S.R.. ""''·"" reachE-d the 
follol'ling agreem8'~: 

Both !-3g?> Ccntra.cting Panies c•biiga1e tr-emss-!""s to desist from any act ohk>ls-r.:e, ;;-<')' agwessi>E <~cti;m. ar.d any 
attack .:\"1 ea::oh cther either ~di-.idt>:i:l\f cr joilltty \'.hh otiter powe;s. 

Article li 

Should one of 1he High C.:-ntracting Parties hEcome the object of beliigerent action tty a third power, the oth2r High 
Contracting ??r;'j si'.a£ in no manner lend its suppor: to \his trin:i pa.·rer. 

Anicfe If! 

'il-e G ......... mment;; ci th;;, tvro f-lligh Ccntracting PartiB st•.a!l in the future mainta.n oor.:inual cmtact vith one ar,:>ther 
for the purpose cf ccnsuitation iR order to e:.:-:hange bbn1at00 on p-1'ctblerrs arecting their ccmmcn imere:s•s. 

Arlicie.IV 

Neither of the t\\-lJ High ::~:<-:tractr,_;; Parties si-.3::: parh:tpa;e in any grooping d pc<ners \•rl';atsoe-.er :hat is diredly or 
imlrectly ;;i,med at ~he other party. 

A!ticie V 

Should dispiJt;;s (j!{ ccnftie:s arise beh..-een the R~~ Contracting Parf~s o;;er problems of one kind or another. kth 
pa--'"':ies sJ-=-».~G se't:le these dis.plt.es or C:(i<f*.:,ts ex:::lus\~ty through 'ffiend~~y ei(Chi!/~.ge ct opinion ca. if necessv:;rf, 
1;,..-.n-•ttrih. ~h.:. oc:~, ... lic.hn·~~ l'">f '::rt-;;!'r'::<h.~ r.,-..m,..,..,i~c:ir.r-.-c 
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-~--·o·· ···- -----··-····<-·--·· -· ---· .. -- -·-· --· 
Article Vi 

1he presBnt tfaaty i:; concludee ~:x a p;ricd of len years, with :he pfiD\iso that, in so far as one: •::4 the High 
Contracting ?..:ties cces rot denounce ii one year pier to 0J? expiration of this period. :he validity d this treaiy shall 
automatb~alty be extendw. tcf am:her f'k yeaiS. 

Article VJ/ 

The present m:aty shall be ra:ited within rhe .shortest pcss:t>':!t time. Thic r-:dfrcations shall be exoh'-'N'~-<1 m Berlin. 
Tn: agr£>e1nen! shall ent;;r into tree <i-S soon as it is signed. 

Mosco~v. ,t,ugust 23, 1939. 

Forth~ Gcv:mrr~r:. 

of :he German R;:ic.h: 
~. Ribber~mp 

With fltft power Df1he 
t3o~mFent of:he U.S.S.R.: 

V. Mclo!ov 

On th~ clt:casion of the signature of th~ Ncn«~ssion Pact b~WE-:ffi ~he German Re.icll ~1,-c ~he Vnjcn c:t S-crr..1et 
Socialist RepL1'tb:s the ur,de1signed ;:1enipoterdiaries of ea~h of the two part':!ts discus sed :n strd\y ccnfidential 
-c.-a-v.ersations the 'fu'5;ion of tl'~ houndar1 cl :heir respec~\'oie spheres of \nf\ueJK~ in E.astem Eu:cpe. These 
Cet!'W!<JSa!ions led to the fu!la,·iing :cflc!usions: 

1. !n tte e~.Ent of a temtorial ar<l ~·::4':ical re.;rrrangement 'n the areas belonging :o t'l<:c Bal:ic Sta;es 1. FinLand. cs :Cnia, 
Lat>ii.'l, Lthuania). the norihem roJndary of lithuania shaf represen! :he b:rundary c~ th.e sph<:<res o! inRuence of 
Gennany ~nd fr,; lLS.SR. In tl'is conne:iicn the,; inteRs\ of lithuania 1m the Vilnius area is n?COf!n.::Zed by each party. 

2. ln the e-,.;,nl of a :enitoo,;l ,31-;d pd~ical re3rrangen)!;N. of the aN<as belongirg to ihe Polish si.o.1e the spheRs c•f 
ir.fu~n:e of Germany and t~ U..S..S.R shaii be bcundeoi appmximately by t~ lir,e of the ri~F-~ Narew, Vistula, and 
San. 

Tr;e quesb:m. :•f'N~ther :he ;n1eresls cf toth parties make desirab~E> th~ maint~:n:.ance of an ir<:'Epentie:'11 Polish s1att? 
;m:i how SlJCh a state should be botr~:led c.Jn ori'y bE"c ~frn1el;• det?'lr<ined in ihe coUI3e of f:rr:her political 
de-~A?Iopments. 

!n :;,ny e-lEnt t-cth Go-,.'emments ~nm r~sch.oe this q~.te-stion by mea:r:s of a hffidi~· .a~~eemE:\:. 

2 •. 'ttlhh n:gar::-J to Southeast~ Europe atenbern G call-=d by th~ So.iet side r.o its fr:.er~,st in 8--?ssar;;b~.a. The 
GE<rm~.-m s~:je dedatoe-s its cctT1ple1~ pc!iti:.a~ d-sintere-stedn?ss in the areas __ 

4. This vo:®a\ shall be treate-::i by t•:nh pa"iies as stricfy seer,..;. 

For tft~ Goll2fllfll.ff~ 
-of ihe Ge.rrnan R~bh: 
v. Ribberrtrcp 

Plenipot;;rt.iary ,::4 the 
Ga~mment cf:he U.:: .. S.R .. 
V. MoJcbov 

Secrei Additional Prot(}OOI of 2a September 1S3S 

Th" m.ders\gr8± ;:tS'\ipot"'nti.;ries declar;; :he agr?Emo;;n! of the G:<•P-mnent cf ;he German R~ich and :he 
Gr.;.~rrCJ1ent ,::;f the U.S.S.R. ~ .. p::m th-;- :'c!lc\v·--g.-
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Fcrw Gov:mn1rsnt 
Df the G!mnan 2ebh: 
J _ Ribbs>J.rop 

By otr'Jlority oHhe 
GDlkmment ofihe USSR: 

V. Mdctw 

Secre: AdditfonaJ Protccof 

The· tmdersigrF-6 p!en'J:o:;.:entiafies. en ccncdu:kq the Gem1an·Russ!an Botmdary ;;nd F&endship Treaty·, 1;:;:,~ 
de-:\3red their ;;q:een~e>m. upnn :he iolbwing: 

5oth partits \\iii :oler;;:e no Polish agrra:ion in theirterrita>ies vlhicn af'ects ihe territories Df ;he other r>arty. They wi!i 
sup-press in :heir terrrtoh~s. at bebfirtll0gs of sud .. ~ ~;(iation 3nd infc:trD each ather ~Xf'>:erning suit at.~ mE3sures for 
th2s pur:;;cse_ 

Fer fu~:e Gm,;rrwr,t!'Jt 
.of the GE<'GTJan Rei::::,h: 
J Ribt>?rtrop 

5y tr~ Au~hor~y of tk;e. 
Gol.Emment of1he U.S.S.R.: 
V_ Mclctov 

German-Soviet Sea-et ProtQCOI 

The German AmbassB•:>x. Ccunt 'n:J der Schulerb.rrg, Pier.i~<J:entiary of tile Government of the Genr.a'l Reich, on 
the cme hand, a-;d ihe Chairm.;r, ci i!"E Cc•.mcil o: Peqp1&;'s Ccmmissar: ci the U.S.~·-R, V.M. Molot::<~. 

Plenipotw:iary oi the Gc•'""'Timent af th;; :JS.S. R., on :he oL'ler h;;m£\ t,;r.,e ?;Feed \iFDn the ~!C'tiing: 

1 _ The Go'F.;mmem of :he Gerrnan S:.e\::;h r~;;r.:cJnces :ts dair1 "o :he strip of U:hua1~m tem1ory ntJch is mento:ned in 
thE Secret Addi:ion2.l Pmlc<:d ci Se~"ember 22.. 19<39, ;orti whid-, h3s been ma~ked on tht> m3p attad>B1 to this 
Protc•:ol: 

2. Tne :3cve.rnm:ent oi 1he Union of So·.~et 8 DGa:iiSi R-ep:.it~k:s is pr~pa:ed %0 comp~n=.at~ th~ Gcr\E:mm81! cf the 
GB'1T1an Reich br th: terri:ory medioned in Point 1 at th;s Prc1ocd by pal':"? 7.~·00,0{10 gold dollars or 31,:0),000 
M<r~on reichsmafl:s 10 Germany. 

7"hE an~~Jr;: ·of 2.t5 mil!b:n Fteichsmarks \tJl!f be paid by the &ovemment of th€< U.:E".:S.R. irr ttte- fcllo\~ng narner: •:ne-
eighi, that ts, 2-.. G-37.f00 Heict"smar4::3., tn ncnfef!O'-JS meta~ d'EE',~r~e.s vi!t~"n !hree rr':-On~hs after tn.: signing of this 
PrDt'Xol, :he r?maining se>B'l-eights, or 21.5fi2.~CO Rei::"lsmar~:s in gctd by ri:duction tom the G.;;nr,;o<'! gold 
P~tnlents which Gerrnary fs ~o rna~~ by February 11. l"Mt ln accc.rdance \\~hh the c·~Te!:,pD-sJ"ence exr:t~anged 
be:•s~en fue Cha'man ci th,;: German '.:·:cnomic Cleiegatioo, Or. Schnurre, <md the People's Ccmh:iH;;r t.:r Foreign 
7r3d~ ot tf;e U.~'-S.R. A.L Mik.ttyar,.,. in co·nnecHon with the ~,l\1feerr~: of Janwty t'J,JM1, cc.nc:e-mlng re:i:rroca! 
de!\\oerieE in :he second :re~1y p'=fiod en it~ basis of :he Eccnomic• Agreenent t-.etween the Getn-:m Reich and the 
Union of So-.iet So::ahsr. Republi:-s ci FE>'t41Jary 11, K4C.' 

:;_ Thi=- ProlJ>:ol has 'b=en e:< ec-uied in t11o or:ginals in the German langu:>;;e and tNo ,Jdginals in 1M Russian 
far~"Jage aM shaH tt;<:cn·te :?:Ec:ijoe imn:~~::f:.ately ·~'*:n signaiure. 

Df ~he GE-rrnan Rek-iY 
Schuie:ni:-Urg 
iS;,;:;) 

G:tl..€mrnent 0f:he U.~'-S.R: 
1
/. Mdctov 
!Sed~) 

The German Foreign Minister, Ribbentrop, to lhe German Ambassad<>r in Mosco·N, Schull"nburg 

::.tr.c~iy seer~: 

No_ 401 of <>:mber 4 

Eer;in. (:ctot.;:.~ f·. ~~-:}f'-3:43 ct-f\. 

Rec2it€d Me;c:ot.Y. Oc1cber: 1 ~2:i- t 1 :55 c~ r:c. 
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1) Solely for yow personal inr.nnation, I am <>.cprising ycu of the t.fiowir.g: At the ti.11e •:4 tit= signing ci the German
Russia!! Ncnagress-bn Pac1 oo Atgust 23, a, sr.rkt!y se;:ret delirritaticn of th: respecl'\'" sph:res cl inftuence in 
Easten E:..'rope was also unaak.,n. h acccrr!ance there'tiith, lithuania •1.ss lO belong to t!le Germ3>'1 sphere of 
iniiu;mce, while in ;he territory at the klrrr,-er Polish slctie, ihe ~oD-;.;!IEd four-th-e; line, Fissa-l'h<e>n-'distula-San, was to 
coostitute t~ bord-er_ Ellffi then I demar4-Ed thai the> distf..:::t of Vi\cius go to Gi!v.rania, !o which the !O:co,;et 
GO\emment Ci)nsented. At the negotiations con~ming lhe Bo•Jndary arK! friendship Trceaty· on Septemt-er 28. the 
s-e:tlerneni was anem:!=d to the extern that Uth~ inafudir.., ill: \f#ri'J!s area, ••·•as »'ldooed m the Russian s;:4>ere 
of inRuence, :Or wb.ch in tum, in t~ Polish arsa, ;he p:&i.ru:i? cl Lcl:lin arl!i lar,;>e portio;;s ofth" ;:Nvnce of Warsaw. 
!m:;;,u&l~g th~ p::;cket of territory cf Swtalki. feU 1.\ithin the C~rman ~.pte-e of ir!tJence. S~nce. by the inc!ustG:1 of the 
:3uwalk i tree: /li r.he Gem"<a>'t sphere of rnikti-nce a o'\'ffioJ~i}' jn dr~w,ing the· bore.~ Hne r~suti;;<f we agreed :hat m case 
the Soi<ets sh::~uld iake ·s,p:-dai measures ln L~huan~a. a. sm.;li strip of terrday in th€- south't"•"f:-St d Lith~-.ania. 

accurat'"{Y mar':Ed on ihe m3p. ~rr:>·Jd fall to Gerrr.:.ny. 

The Germa.n Minister in Kaunas. Zechiin, to !he German Foreign Office 

t.lcst urgent 
No. 175 of Oc~cber '5 
Kaunas. Octdter5. (l?C~;.}-7:55;-.m. 
Pect:f~d Ot.i.ober .:-tl1':30 p<rrL 

With refe!'ffi':e to lelegram No. 2c':•2 of October 5 !4) 

[De • .;w; Prime Minist-er Y,.az.ys] g,:z;;IJsk as se~.i 7f me today e-."'n befu:e I U<JC ;;sJ;; t-.z an arpointment 1-.i:h the 
Foreign Minister 35 irs:ructs::J in telegrazn No. 2:52; h2 frst mao€- ex.c;uses lb! Mr. Uli:·sys. who was oomp!etei~' 
oo:upied today •.•.>ith continurt.rs discuss~:ns in :!he CabinH and there>tre unfurtunately o::tJid noi E pea': ni1h me 
himself H2 :hen infcrmed me t!t.r rvkk•teev had tcb:l Vrb~ ys that Ge:-rnany 'had laid c!2-im to a s.tnp d Ll"luanian 
tsrritory. the limits ,;,f whch indudEd the cily a:l>J district of Naumi-es:is aro ccntinl.Ed on past t~e vcinity cJ 
M.Jliam;>:~- This :Cad made a deep and pairiJI impression m U:huar-~:i, ar.d Urb~ys had lkr,•m h:i.::k t~ Vaunas ~"'rtly 
be:;,use of :his infurmatron, •Ahch he had rort. \\ished tc- :rammit by :elep~ooe. 

"l:;e Liihu:on.an Gc~mm"n: has instrJc:ed Ski!pa to make impiries in 3ef0: 

I t:ld him :hat in til= r•Ao:ccc<N cilscuss iom en tit= def:ni:ation ·:ft the G-i'rman and Sa>ie; spheres cf inter;;st. the Reich 
Fcreign r'.f'~inister had Jd•.c.e,3ted g"i¥~g t~e Vilnius are:;. to LitW.r.-3nia and had also ·:b~ained the SoV..et Gc·~mrnent's 
a;;reemer.t in the mat:er. •N!Yle LithLiar-ia had the prospect of 9.K'h a great increase "' terr,te-rt a ciii~\dt ~nd 
im;eact~ atto:e boundary in :he ·,if.""J.lf!)~y of ths- Suwa~k! tip had t-et.me· imo £-X.{Eitenc€- bec.a:Use of tr~ -3a-~nan-.S0'~o;et 
bcnie:r dt~1sion. Theref-..1'-e the idea of a sma'!! t$::roer rectffication at the Gt-rrnan~Lfihuanian f"cntier had .a' E•:J erFFged in 
thE :-o-,..rse d these- !!1€gct~atio::-:s: t"'J': i c:culd inklfm him thru tbi2 Gerrnan GC'P-mnle'ni did net consr.:::F-"' i.h= qJ.:stion 
pressing. Brza~.tsk:a~. ~ei~F-<i th.~~ innt'rr~1ion vo~ith "'sible JB'2i and asked me to trars=11it t~E- thafl~:s of ~he Lit\uanian 
C~vem:nent oo .his score :c ihe Reich G0'.811mrent Fz.;rthemlcre he .aske-d ·D1 his part ihat ;he m.:;;:ter be \:ept s:rict!y 
se:ret. whet I prcn1ised h:rn .. 

! n1ight add :hat since the fixing cf"th.~ GeL'11an-:2.mie: fr<YI:ier becar1:e krt:!tHJ, pott~:JI qu~P:ers here- ha\e ~>ad 'JfEat 
hDEES ·Of {:.:b~aining ih~ Suwalki tip i:crn Germany. 
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The Gern~an Foreign Minister. Ribben1rop. to ihe Gennan Ministers in Tallinn. Riga and Helsinki 

M.;:;st Urge-nt 
i 1 ~To TaHnn~ N. 2E-:t 
12) To Riga. M:.; 323 
12·1 To riels~>,-,_ No" 312 

Bertin. October 7. ;·~Qg 

Supplementing our :elegrams No. 241 to (1). Nc. s:n to (2) and No .. :'/'}5 to i3). I ;;?TI -:cmmu~kating :he fu\lrming to 
ytFs in strict -s.e::lr-ecy i?}'1d for yc~Jr p::scna! fr6:~mat~:tfi cnl:t: 

During the h<'os-c.ovl negoti;;1b~5 'tlith 1he SO'~Et G·:r~~mment the questa.~ cf dEivniting the sph~·res •f lntert>st of tcth 
r:.o"ilfltries in E-3st~,:n =·urcpe 'tJas dfs~::ussed in sirict confideoc.e, not ooly wrih referenc-e to. the a~.a of th:e fumier 
Polish slate, but also wrrh refere"J.Ce t~· the ccunt!tes of Lithuania, L<;t,ia. ~~!onia. -arrd Finland. At the san;e; tin12 the 
rlebnitation d the; spheras of &iter!?sl w;,s agre€d Lie"" for the e.enlualiiy of a teni;oria\ and poifuc-;;! re:-"11anizatk<r, in 
tb~:s.e ,;;reas. The borderline .fixed for r.his purpose fer the territcry- of the brmer Pc:ksh ·state is the line ciesignatB:i in 

,..._ .,. • > ~ ....... ,, 

.artJcle ; ctl?\e 0em1.3n-:,o'J'!E! d·Dl..!'1darf ami t-nen!lshp lre-~r.y ot :-:i€ptemt-8' Zi:: and put>licly announc~ l/1hew1se, 

th~ line is identic~ wr.ll 11E Gem1at1-Llth<tilllian frmlier. Thus ii follows that Ul'luania, Lat..ia. EstOllia. and Fin'3nd do 
not belortJ to the German Spf"$e Df 1f;,1erest in th; senSoe indicated aboY?~ 

t see.,,. _artl~ •Tf:e c\tll!ilw-RIXF-nlmp FOCI arc :ne Eilf.t: sta:.es· n til~ ~!.Sue. m. %E. 
2 .oJZali LtMyli, L'-E!l!.-a lr Te;ysq .S~I!lfJga i.E-.'Il~~·sJ;rs tie!JJJ:al tl>3"-1NJ m~·s (V1t'l\m;: MlllJ.s, 19-39); .:i:a&ys R;:,;~.;a;.s, l'f~ws,; ae1 
Llet:II'OS i,EfDcil!jn NY.: KZ."'(E, 19£6}, I, 51:%10. 
~- Sct.•F.antu-g tc- c-enrsn F;::tr€l;Ji Cfrte, 5 C~~:.ter :~G3. r'Jazf.S;jtof~J ReJart~,.- 1 t-4 aid ~11rcp to :~'1U:~urg. 5 OClt-b:~r 1 '33.9. lbi'lJ." 
1 t5-116.. 
4 t~t '1'-0tn rrrr,ss) ~7 AbpJ!-119C?, ~.;o-,•etEKaya =.;tnt!f3.~ 17 .t\t']J51 t%3. 
Sih.? 1~r-:am G?:~mr~so•J~;;J r;>3d& cJ 193'?>-li141 <H' cc.:·r.•ne-j m r..attnaJ ArciWes. T-120. see c ... :;ge c. r..e:n. "The Gl?<i'TB1 Fo."8';r
Mnlsify Arct'J.:.es.~ h ratErl 't\tr.e. ea. cap:iJte-:1 Ga17la~ ,:me 0-ltitr Rs'at'fd Recoros {Aite~: Ctlb ltt,f. Re-s.s< 1¥74). 119-1 :n. ~--ee ?aul 
Sweets JEte;' ~J -tt~; NEW '1'00: TfJ?Je.S, 2 Stj:te':lter HSii 
€ Fil:O!!nlrcp to .&::;hulenturg. 5 O:l:l.:l:P.r 1£09, Nazi-So>iE't ,r;;eli£'0'-s, 116. 
7 DJzer~ iJ! w~h r-:rer;;nces 3'1! oJr{£JM 11 Nall·SOvlei P~tcoo~. ae '£'eel ao tne rmre nmslii.! put&::illicns n ;'\lui ~- S>IIH!: e: aL ed., 
A~rroo z(.,.- o-=htsc.Wt a:.."S~'8Ef!Jg8'1 ~rt;Ir-r 1()1-5-10-45, -S~fH D. 'lO:SA 7-S ':~:oo:at. ~rmer ~~. 19~·1-ZJ, a5 'NeH as the 
cq;llst~lang.>a;F- DXJJmertt.s m GEfl7'..aJ Faegn ?'.AYe;; -~~·s-i;~s. S!!rt~ D: VC45. 7·9 {'N3&~hglnro: us. Gc•~t r:mtrg cm=eJ, 
alsO etr.e<J t·Y Paul &.v O?;t, 

5 EX~!;; re-e a-e :hE &o-ca'ie-j Ro'.;:cc;s c.r lt.e aoo. iJ! Ztmcr lte KC-<1 acttt;; rreaour~ 3:J3h&l ~,.,rocrd llle u:L state :::Ep311'?i1l 
in &le 1§€0> arCI1~7[;;; 
;; ne ~nam:e r:l ccntreftlg ail i<lftiD~ 11 a rattl:z.i:n I& re.eaj;(j ty 1te rarroJO ca;e Cf tr1e ~ar1lia'r. E5 Gjtsl1llr" rung tt12 
Sl31ms: '-·";;"" lr~;~; r r.tscO'fl' m It~ 19335. Gllt:sm."l', w1-reo roe OOl\sFfr€'0' ·~: th ,;·o:s~:ys ·>Cfl in t~e Ert>~i t-tla n O:p:.1'13£ffi ;r, 1932. 
Tt-e llJ1Et it lun?>j eli hlj tee-, C€ffe1&netj ln ~.917. 2-ee-R::y A .. M:d't''?:l€•1, LEt.Hi'S!ory JOO'ge ~NEW Yott: Virt;;r-=. 197'tl. 2~{! 
1C!Asqu:(<-lh.A!>J1m\T.as, 16f;;;;rte~r '~o. 9. 
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APPENDIX- II 

Treaty ofBrest-Litovsk, 3 March 1918 

Article I 

Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey, for the one part, and Russia, for 

the other part, declare that the state of war between them has ceased. They are 

resolved to live henceforth in peace and amity with one another. 

Article II 

The contracting parties will refrain from any agitation or propaganda against the 

Government or the public and military institutions of the other party. In so far as 

this obligation devolves upon Russia, it holds good also for the territories 

occupied by the Powers of the Quadruple Alliance. 

Article III 

The territories lying to the west of the line agreed upon by the contracting parties 

which formerly belonged to Russia, will no longer be subject to Russian 

sovereignty; the line agreed upon is traced on the map submitted as an essential 

part of this treaty of peace. The exact fixation of the line will be established by a 

Russo-German commission. No obligations whatever toward Russia shall devolve 

upon the territories referred to, arising from the fact that they formerly belonged 

to Russia. Russia refrains from all interference in the internal relations of these 

territories. Germany and Austria-Hungary purpose to determine the future status 

of these territories in agreement with their population. 

Article IV 

As soon as a general peace is concluded and Russian demobilization is carried out 

completely Germany will evacuate the territory lying to the east of the line 

designated in paragraph 1 of Article III, in so far as Article IV does not determine 
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otherwise. Russia will do all within her power to insure the immediate evacuation 

of the provinces of eastern Anatolia and their lawful return to Turkey. 

The districts of Erdehan, Kars, and Batum will likewise and without delay be 

cleared of the Russian troops. Russia will not interfere in the reorganization of the 

national and international relations of these districts, but leave it to the population 

of these districts, to carry out this reorganization in agreement with the 

neighboring States, especially with Turkey. 

Article V 

Russia will, without delay, carry out the full demobilization of her army inclusive 

of those units recently organized by the present Government. Furthermore, Russia 

will either bring her warships into Russian ports or there detain them until the day 

of the conclusion of a general peace, or disarm them forthwith. Warships of the 

States which continue in the state of war with the Powers of the Quadruple 

Alliance, in so far as they are within Russian sovereignty, will be treated as 

Russian warships. 

The barred zone in the Arctic Ocean continues as such until the conclusion of a 

general peace. In the Baltic sea, and, as far as Russian power extends within the 

Black sea, removal of the mines will be proceeded with at once. Merchant 

navigation within these maritime regions is free and will be resumed at once. 

Mixed commissions will be organized to formulate the more detailed regulations, 

especially to inform merchant ships with regard to restricted lanes. The navigation 

lanes are always to be kept free from floating mines. 

Article VI 

Russia obligates herself to conclude peace at once with the Ukrainian People's 

Republic and to recognize the treaty of peace between that State and the Powers 
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of the Quadruple Alliance. The Ukrainian territory will, without delay, be cleared 

of Russian troops and the Russian Red Guard. Russia is to put an end to all 

agitation or propaganda against the Government or the public institutions of the 

Ukrainian People's Republic. 

Esthonia and Livonia will likewise, without delay, be cleared of Russian troops 

and the Russian Red Guard. The eastern boundary of Esthonia runs, in general 

along the river Narwa. The eastern boundary of Livonia crosses, in general, lakes 

Peipus and Pskow, to the southwestern comer of the latter, then across Lake 

Luban in the direction of Livenhof on the Dvina. Esthonia and Livonia will be 

occupied by a German police force until security is insured by proper national 

institutions and until public order has been established. Russia will liberate at 

once all arrested or deported inhabitants of Esthonia and Livonia, and insures the 

safe return of all deported Esthonians and Livonians. 

Finland and the Aaland Islands will immediately be cleared of Russian troops and 

the Russian Red Guard, and the Finnish ports of the Russian fleet and of the 

Russian naval forces. So long as the ice prevents the transfer of warships into 

Russian ports, only limited forces will remain on board the warships. Russia is to 

put an end to all agitation or propaganda against the Government or the public 

institutions of Finland. 

The fortresses built on the Aaland Islands are to be removed as soon as possible. 

As regards the permanent non- fortification of these islands as well as their further 

treatment in respect to military technical navigation matters, a special agreement 

is to be concluded between Germany, Finland, Russia, and Sweden; there exists 

an understanding to the effect that, upon Germany's desire, still other countries 

bordering upon the Baltic Sea would be consulted in this matter. 
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Article VII 

In view of the fact that Persia and Afghanistan are free and independent States, the 

contracting parties obligate themselves to respect the political and economic 

independence and the territorial integrity of these states. 

Article VIII 

The prisoners of war of both parties will be released to return to their homeland. 

The settlement of the questions connected therewith will be effected through the 

special treaties provided for in Article XII. 

Article IX 

The contracting parties mutually renounce compensation for their war expenses, 

i.e., of the public expenditures for the conduct of the war, as well as compensation 

for war losses, i.e., such losses as were caused [by] them and their nationals 

within the war zones by military measures, inclusive of all requisitions effected in 

enemy country. 

Article X 

Diplomatic and consular relations between the contracting parties will be resumed 

immediately upon the ratification of the treaty of peace. As regards the reciprocal 

admission of consuls, separate agreements are reserved. 

Article XI 

As regards the economic relations between the Powers of the Quadruple Alliance 

and Russia the regulations contained in Appendices II-V are determinative. 

Article XII 

The reestablishment of public and private legal relations, the exchange of war 

prisoners and interned citizens, the question of amnesty as well as the question 

anent the treatment of merchant ships which have come into the power of the 
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opponent, will be regulated in separate treaties with Russia which form an 

essential part of the general treaty of peace, and, as far as possible, go into force 

simultaneously with the latter. 

Article XIII 

In the interpretation of this treaty, the German and Russian texts are authoritative 

for the relations between Germany and Russia; the German, the Hungarian, and 

Russian texts for the relations between Austria-Hungry and Russia; the Bulgarian 

and Russian texts for the relations between Bulgaria and Russia; and the Turkish 

and Russian texts for the relations between Turkey and Russia. 

Article XIV 

The present treaty of peace will be ratified. The documents of ratification shall, as 

soon as possible, be exchanged in Berlin. The Russian Government obligates 

itself, upon the desire of one of the powers of the Quadruple Alliance, to execute 

the exchange of the documents of ratification within a period of two weeks. 

Unless otherwise provided for in its articles, in its annexes, or in the additional 

treaties, the treaty of peace enters into force at the moment of its ratification. 

In testimony whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed this treaty with their 

own hand. Executed in quintuplicate at Brest-Litovsk, 3 March, 1918. 
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